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EDITOR'S FOREWORD

Cold Regions Science and Engineering consists of a series of monographs written by
specialists to summarize existing knowledge and provide selected references on the cold regions,
defined here as those areas of the earth where operational difficulties due to freezing tempera
tures may occur.

Sections of the work are being published as they become ready, not necessarily in numeri
cal order but fitting into the following plan, which may be amended as the work proceeds. The
monograph series was planned and directed by F.J. Sanger as editor until 1970.

I. Environment

A. General - Characteristics of the cold regions
1. Selected aspects of geology and physiography of the cold regions
2. Permafrost (Perennially frozen ground)
3. Climatology

a. Climatology of the cold regions: Introduction, Northern Hemisphere I
b. Climatology of the cold regions: Northern Hemisphere II
c. Climatology of the cold regions: Southern Hemisphere
d. Radioactive fallout in northern regions

4. Vegetation .

a. Patterns of vegetation in cold regions

b. Regional descriptions of vegetation in cold regions
c. Utilization of vegetation in cold regions

B. Regional

1. The Antarctic ice sheet

2. The Greenland ice sheet

II. Physical Science

A. Geophysics
1. Heat exchange at the ground surface

2. Exploration geophysics in cold regions
a. Seismic exploration in cold regions

b. Electrical, magnetic and gravimetric exploration in cold regions
B. Physics and mechanics of snow as a material
C. Physics and mechanics of ice

1. Snow and ice on the earth's surface

2. Ice as a material

a. The physics of ice
b. The mechanics of ice

3. The mechanical properties of sea ice

4. Mechanics of a floating ice sheet

D. Physics and mechanics of frozen ground
1. The freezing process and mechanics of frozen ground
2. The physics of water and ice in soil
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III. Engineering

A. Snow engineering
1. Engineering properties of snow
2. Construction

a. Methods of building on permanent snowfields

b. Investigation and exploitation of snowfield sites

c. Foundations and subsurface structures in snow

d. .Utilities on permanent, snowfields

e. Snow roads and runways

3. Technology
a. Explosions and snow

b. Snow removal and ice control

c. Blowing snow
d. Avalanches

4. Oversnow transport

B. Ice engineering
1. River-ice engineering

a. Winter regime of rivers and lakes
b. Ice pressure on structures

2. Drilling and excavation in ice

3. Roads and runways on ice
C. Frozen ground engineering

1. Site exploration and excavation in frozen ground
2. Buildings on frozen ground

3. Roads, railroads and airfields in cold regions
4. Foundations of structures in cold regions

5. Sanitary engineering
a. Water supply in cold regions

b. Sewerage, and sewage disposal in cold regions
c. Management of solid wastes in cold regions

6. Artificial ground-freezing for construction
D. General

1. Cold-weather construction

2. Materials at low temperatures

3. Icings developed from surface water and groundwater

IV. Remote Sensing

A. Systems of remote sensing
B. Techniques of image analysis in remote sensing
C. Application of remote sensing to cold regions

T.C. JOHNSON
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THE PHYSICS OF ICE

by

John W. Glen

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Monograph is to provide an introduction to the present understanding of
the physics of ice for engineers and scientists who may need to work with or use it. For this rea
son the various chapters are as far as possible self-contained, and presume different levels of
prior knowledge. The aim is to provide information about the properties of ice on the assumption
that the general physical properties being discussed are understood by the reader, but that he has
no knowledge of the way ice behaves. A reasonably detailed bibliography of recent papers is in
cluded. Older work is not discussed in the same detail, partly because some of it is unreliable
but also because it is cited in the more recent work. Also, Dorsey65 has made readily available a
much more exhaustive survey of the older literature than can be given here. Anyone making a de
tailed study of any branch of ice physics should consult Dorsey's book; it is remarkably compre
hensive.

This Monograph is concerned with ice, and since there are in the same series other Monographs
dealing with the physics and mechanics of snow,' and with the mechanical properties of sea ice,262
those subjects will not be discussed here. For the most part this Monograph will be concerned
with the physical properties of ice without large numbers of inclusions of air, brine, or other
materials, although the effects of certain impurities on the properties of ice are so important that
they cannot be ignored in any discussion of ice physics. In particular the properties of ice con
taining dissolved impurities will be discussed in some detail.

CHAPTER I. THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF ICE I

The phase of ice stable at ordinary low pressures is known as ice I. There are two variants
of the structure which are closely related to each other. One is hexagonal in crystal symmetry
and is known as ice Ih, the other is cubic and is known as ice Ic. The form of ice which is obtained
byfreezing water is the hexagonal variant ice Ih, the "ordinary" form of ice with which most people
are familiar. The hexagonal symmetry is clearly demonstrated in the symmetry of many snow
crystals. The cubic variant is only found when ice is formed at a low temperature, say below -100°C.
It is not knownwhether it is ever the stable form of ice or whether it appears simply as a meta-
stable phase which fa some reason is easier to nucleate than the hexagonal form. The difference
in energy of the two Jorms is believed to be very small.

Ice is a solid which consists of a crystallographic arrangement of water molecules, each of
which consists of an.oxygen atom which has chemical bonds with two hydrogen atoms. When they
have given up their only electron into the chemical bond, the hydrogen atoms consist simply of
their nuclei, a proton each. This very small particle is contained within the oxygen atom's electron
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Tetrahedron enveloped by
an approximate sphere

Figure 1. Diagrammatic sketch of a water molecule.

cloud, so that the water molecule can be thought of as a roughly spherical object consisting of the
oxygen nucleus at the center, with two hydrogen nuclei or protons about 0.96A away and subtending
an angle of about 104.5° (Fig. 1). The electron cloud in which these nuclei are embedded is not
spherically symmetrical, but has molecular orbitals which give it four regions of somewhat higher
electron density. Two of these coincide with the positions of the protons; the other two lie in the
plane which bisects the angle formed by the OH bonds, and subtend a similar angle at the oxygen
nucleus. Thus the whole water molecule has four centers of charge apart from the oxygen nucleus
itself. Two are formed by the protons, somewhat reduced in electrical charge by the electron clouds;
these are positively charged. The other two are formed by the electronic concentrations just men
tioned. If we imagine a regular tetrahedron centered on the oxygen nucleus, then the four centers
of charge lie close to its vertices.

In all the crystal structures which ice adopts, the water molecules bond together by the posi
tive charge concentrations of one water molecule coming close to the negative charge concentra
tions of other water molecules. A major contribution to the binding energy of ice is provided by
this purely electrostatic attraction between these charge concentrations. Water molecules settle
down with their + and - charges next to each other in much the same way as magnets settle down
with their north and south poles next to one another.

Structure of ice In

The actual arrangement in which the water molecules settle down in ice Ih was first determined
by Bragg,2* who interpreted X-ray diffraction patterns obtained by Dennison.60 In this arrangement
(Fig. 2), each water molecule has four nearest neighbors arranged very close to the positions of
the vertices of a regular tetrahedron centered on the water molecule concerned. If we consider two
particular water molecules, say Bt and B2 in Figure 2, joined by a line parallel to the hexad axis
of the structure, then the three other neighbors of Bj and the three other neighbors of B2 can also
be joined by lines parallel to the hexad axis. If we project the whole structure onto a plane per
pendicular to the hexad axis, as in Figure 3, then the stacking sequence is ABBA, and this is re
peated throughout the structure. In other words the full structure is formed by layers of atoms in
the positions indicated in Figure 3 in the sequence;ABBAABBAABBAABBAA....

Another way of thinking of the structure of.ice Ih is to compare it with one of the ways of pack
ing spheres, the so-called hexagonal close-packed structure, which is the crystal structure adopted
by many metals such as aluminum, magnesium, zirconium, and titanium. This structure starts with
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Figure 2- The arrangement of water molecules in ice lh. Note that the
three water molecules bonded to B2 are vertically above those bonded

tofi'

O

o

o

o o
Legend

o o

Figure 3. Projection of the structure of ice Ih onto the basal plane.
Molecules are arranged in the stacking sequence ABBAABBAABBAA.

Large straight hexagonal holes penetrate the structure.

a close-packed plane of spheres (Fig. 4). These can be considered as a layer of spheres in po
sition A. Another similar layer can be placed oh top in either of two ways: they can be put so
that their centers are above the points marked B in Figure 4, or so that their centers are above the
points marked C. The two are equivalent, and we do not lose generality by assuming they are above
B. However, when we come to add a third layer above the spheres now centered above B, we again
have two options (A or C) and these are no longer equivalent. We either put the third layer verti
cally above the first (i.e. in position A) or we do not (in which case they must be in position C).
If we choose A, and then carry on stacking in the sequence ABABABABA—then we obtain the
hexagonal close-packing of spheres. If instead of a sphere we put down a dumbbell consisting of
two water molecules at each site, the axis of the dumbbell being perpendicular to the close-packed
plane we started with, we have a structure very similar to but not quite the same as that of ice.
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Figure 4. A close-packed layer of spheres. An
other similar layer can be placed on top either
in position B or position C. // the layers are
stacked in the sequence ABABABA... we have
the hexagonal close-packed structure. If they
are packed ABCABCABC... we have the cubic
close-packed structure or face-centered cubic

structure. Note the similarity between this and
Figure 3.

For close-packed spheres there is a ratio of the c-axis to the a-axis (i.e. between the shortest re
peat distances parallel and perpendicular to the close-packed planes) which is determined by sim
ple geometry to be-.2\/2/V3 = 1.633. For ice this ratio is 1.6293 according to the data of Megaw.200
This means that the tetrahedron formed by its four nearest neighbors around any one water mole
cule is not quite regular; it is squashed a little parallel to the hexad axis.

The ice Ih structure can also be thought of as puckered hexagonal rings joined together to
form puckered sheets (around any one ring the molecules are alternately up and down). These sheets
of rings are stacked on top of one another so that the "up" molecules of one sheet are vertically
beneath (and bonded to) the "down" rings of the next sheet.

The locations of the protons are also important. They were examined by Bernal and Fowler,13
who considered what the structure might be if the proton were on the line joining two oxygens, but
nearer to one than the other. The difficulty is that the proton does not diffract X-rays adequately
for its position to be determined by X-ray diffraction patterns, so Bernal and Fowler had to con
sider the matter from a theoretical point of view. They considered that any satisfactory structure 4
would have to satisfy two rules, since known as the Bernal-Fowler rules:

1. There are two hydrogens near each oxygen atom.
2. There is one hydrogen on each oxygen-oxygen bond.

If the first of these rules were not true, we would have ionization of the water molecules. If

the second were not true the water molecules would not be placing the negative charge of one to
the positive charge of the other, but would be putting their two positive charges or their two nega
tive charges together.

With these reasonable rules, Bernal and Fowler discovered that the smallest unit cells they
could find were all polar, that, is the water molecules had their dipole moments aligned so that the
whole structure had a net dipole moment. There being no evidence from other physical properties
that ice was polar, they sought a non-polar structure, i.e. one in which the net dipole moments
canceled out, and found that the smallest (96 molecules) had a very large unit cell.

A further problem in ice physics at that time concerned the thermal properties. Using the
specific heat data it is possible to compute the entropy of water vapor and to compare it with a
value computed from spectroscopic data. The two do not agree, and the most likely explanation
is that even at low temperatures the ice whose specific heat was measured had a considerable :

amount of disorder, which would then give an entropy by the usual arguments of statistical mechanics.
Pauling218 suggested that this disorder might be due to the hydrogen atoms not being crystallograph
ic ally arranged in ice at all, but placed at random in the structure, consistent only with the Bernal-

Fowler rules. These rules, as we have seen, ensure that no major energy is introduced into the
structure. This suggestion not only overcame the difficulty in the work of Bernal and Fowler in
explaining why ice did not exhibit polar properties, but also allowed Pauling to calculate the values
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of the entropy discrepancy and to find a value in close agreement with the experimental one. In

fact, he made some assumptions, and more accurate calculations made more recently have come

closer to the experimental figure.202 252 Pauling's model can be assumed to be correct, as has been
confirmed by neutron diffraction studies on D2Q, a method which works because the neutrons scatter
well off the deuterons.220 Of course the results of such a neutron diffraction experiment do not
show deuterons at random places in the structure (this kind of thing can not be seen in such an

experiment). But they do show that there is, on the average, half a deuteron at each of the two

possible places. They rule out the possibility that the deuterons are locally arranged in some sort

of crystallograp}iic arrangement.

In summary, ice Ih has a crystal structure in the hexagonal system. The point group is Q/mmm
(or D6h in Schonflies notation). The space group is P63/mmc (or D^ in Schdnflies notation). This
means that from a point-group point of view, ice belongs to the most symmetrical of all the hexagonal
groups. But from a space group point of view there are no actual hexad axes, only screw hexads.
These go up through the middle of the "puckered hexagonal rings" and inversion hexads, which are
along the bondsparallel to the c-axis with their inversion points half wa^ along these bonds. At
0°C a = 4.5227A,oc = 7.3671A, while at -66°C a = 4.5177A, c = 7.353A, all according to Megaw's
data corrected to Angstrom units by Lonsdale.liS The oxygen-oxygen distances appear to be equal
within experimental error.216 The separation is 2.76A. This value also holds for D20 investigated
by Peterson and Levy.220 For D20 it is also possible to determine the deuteron positions by neu
tron diffraction. After applying a correction due to the large thermal motions of the deuterons,
Peterson and Levy obtain values of 1.011A for the O-D distances parallel to the c-axis and 1.015A
for the O-D distances within the puckered hexagons. These are probably not significantly different
within the errors of their experiment.

Chidambaram46 has pointed out that the neutron diffraction experiments cannot establish with
certainty that the protons actually lie on the 0-0 bonds. He suggests that it would be more plau

sible to assume that the H-O-H angle is nearer to the value it has in the free water molecule, so

that the protons are displaced from the 0-0 lines towards each other.

The temperature variation of the lattice constants of ice Ih have been investigated by LaPlaca
and Post170 for the temperature range -10°C to -180°C, and by Brill and Tippe32 for the range -80°C
to -260°C. Their results are given in Table I. Although the values in Table I are in general
agreement, there are discrepancies in the last two figures. In particular, LaPlaca and Post observed
an anomaly in the a-axis values between -100°C and -130°C that is totally absent in the Brill and
Tippe's data. The latter authors claim an accuracy of 1 x 10"4A, and their values are probably to
be preferred. They note that in their range there is no significant difference between the expansion
coefficient parallel and the expansion coefficient perpendicular to the c-axis, and therefore there
is no variation in the c/a ratio with temperature. Their value for c/a is 1.6280 ± 0.0002. They
attribute the difference between this value and the ideal c/a ratio of 1.633 to the 0-0 bond distance

parallel to the c-axis being less than in other directions, and to the deviation of the bond angles

from the tetrahedral angles by about 0.05°. As we have seen, it is not necessary for both of these
to be true; either one could account for the non-ideal ratio.

Although there is strong evidence, not only from the entropy values, but also from dielectric
behavior (Chapters III and V) and infrared measurements (Chapter VIII), that the hydrogen atoms in
ice Ih are disordered, two further possibilities should be discussed. First, it is possible that,
although disordered, they might not be completely random. It might be thought that the energy of
a given water molecule would be affected to some extent by the orientation of its neighbors, and
that this would make those relative orientations that have lower energy occur more frequently. Of
course, what matters is the relative size of this energy difference as compared with thermal ener
gies. Quite large differences were obtained by some early calculations of these different energies,
for example those of Bjerrum,24 which would have seriously affected the randomness of the arrange
ment of protons up to the melting point. However, subsequent calculations, such as those of Pitzer
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Table I. Lattice constants of ice

according to the data

Data of LaPlaca and Posti7°

Ih as a function of temperature

of ref. 170 and 32.

Data of Brill and Tippe2
Temp
(°C)

a

•A)
6

(A)
Temp
(°C)

a c

-10 4.5190 7.3616 ~ -80 4.5108 7.3438

-20 4.5169 7.3570 -100 4.5062 7.3360

-40 4.5128 7.3500 -120 4.5025 7.3298

-60 4.5088 7.3440 -140 4.5000 7.3261

-80 4.5052 7.3388 -160 4.4987 7.3240

-100 4.5021 7.3344 -180 4.4979 .7.3225

-120 4.5001 7.3304 -200 4.4974 7.3215

-140 4.4990 7.3267 -220 4.4971 7.3208

-160 4.4961 7.3233 -240 4.4969. 7.3202

-180 4.4948 7.3201 -260 4.4968 7.3198

and Polissar,222 have shown that terms which were neglected largely cancel the effect. The posi
tion has recently been summarized by Campbell, Glertner, Heinen and Moorthy,43 who themselves
performed a much more sophisticated calculation. Their results are large enough to cause signi
ficant deviations from random arrangements if ice can achieve equilibrium at low temperatures
with a relaxation similar to that for dielectric relaxation. Campbell et al. think the experimental

evidence sufficiently convincing to affirm that either the relaxation time must be longer, or their
calculations may still not be accurate enough. If ice can be induced to adopt its equilibrium
structure at a low temperature by the introduction of defects as discussed in Chapter II or by any
other means, then deviations from complete randomness might be observed for these reasons.

The second possibility that must be considered is that at some temperature an ordered proton
arrangement becomes the stable state. There are good theoretical grounds for expecting this. The
third law of thermodynamics demands that at a temperature of absolute zero no substance has an
entropy which increases proportional to the amount of substance, in the way that the Pauling entropy
does for ice. Pauling fully recognized this in his original paper,218 where he states that at a low
enough temperature some ordered state must be the equilibrium stated The only question in the case
of ice is the nature of this state and the temperature at which it becomes thermodynamically stable.
The state could be one with the hydrogens in a polar arrangement, in which case we would expect
ice to be ferroelectric and to exhibit such polar properties as piezoelectricity and pyroelectricity,
or it could be a nonpolar state. It need not be based on the ice Ih lattice of oxygen atoms, and a
suggestion to this effect by Ghormley86 is discussed later in more detail under ice Ic. However,
it still seems quite possible that there is a proton-ordered form of ice Ih at low temperatures, and
that the reason we do not observe it is that the protons are frozen into their disordered state at a
temperature too high for the state to have become thermodynamically unstable.

Evidence for a ferroelectric state is at present inconclusive. A transition has been reported by
Dengel, Eckener, Plitz and Riehl55 provided the ice is not too pure. Impurities may accelerate re
orientation, as is discussed in Chapter II, so that this suggestion is most interesting. Some tran
sition has also been inferred from neutron scattering, measurements by Dengel, Christ and Schmatz54
in D20 at the same temperature as an anomaly in its electrical properties. The case for a ferro
electric transition in ice has been discussed by Onsager.213 ••••..••"•-••.
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The final possibility that ought to be mentioned in a discussion of the hydrogen positions in
ice Ih is that the protons are resonating from one end of the hydrogen bond to the other. There is
no doubt that hydrogen bonds can be reversed in direction; the dielectric permittivity of ice would
not be as large as it is if they could not. But this reorientation probably takes place by the move
ment of defects, as will be discussed in the next chapter. The possibility that protons might move
cooperatively in rings or chains, so that at any one time there are always two near a given oxygen
atom (although the particular sites occupied change rapidly) has been discussed by many authors.
The best evidence that it does not happen is probably the nuclear magnetic resonance data of Bar-
naal and Lowe,10 who found good agreement between calculated and observed line shapes on the
assumption that high-frequency proton movement was not present. On the other hand, Riehl232 has
reported that the spread of energies of originally monoenergetic slow neutrons scattered from ice
is consistent with a very high rate of oscillation of the protons from one end of the bond to the other,
with a frequency of 2 x 10+u sec-1. The exact model to describe such a motion seems obscure.
Riehl seems to expect that such jumps might affect the permittivity, but the simultaneous movement
of a ring of protons could not change the net dipole moment, and it seems inherently unlikely that
a chain extending throughout the specimen would move together. If it could, the process would
surely dominate the dielectric properties, but it does not. The author suspects that this question
of the quantum mechanical oscillation of protons from one endof the bond to the other in neutral
water molecules has been a false picture that has long obscured many parts of ice physics. The
quantum mechanical tunneling of protons along a bond when there is an ionic defect at one end is
another matter. This is on a good theoretical and experimental basis; it will be discussed in
Chapter III.

Structure of ice Ic

When ice is deposited from the vapor at low temperature, the form it takes is not always ice
Ih. At .about -130°C the ice formed has a cubic structure, and at still lower temperatures it is
vitreous or amorphous. The range over which cubic ice forms has been differently reported by dif
ferent observers. The situation has been well summarized toy Kumai,166 whose table is reproduced
here as Table II. A clue as to why there are these large discrepancies was given by Vertsner and
Zhdanov260 who found that the lower the water-vapor pressure of the condensing vapor,, the greater

the range.

The structure of ice Ic is closely related to that of ice Ih (Fig. 5). Again each water molecule
has four nearest neighbors arranged tetrahedraily around it <in this case the crystallography demands
that they are accurately at the vertices of a-Tegular tetrahedron), so the nearest-neighbor situation
is virtually identical with that of ice Ih. However, in ice Ih the next nearest neighbor was so
arranged that the neighbors of -B:g in Figure 2 were vertically above the neighbors of Bv For cubic
ice they are rotated just 60° away from this position, so that the projection which is equivalent to
Figure 2 is Figure 5 and the stacking sequence is ABBCCAABBCCAABBGC... The resulting
structure is cubic, it is in fact the same as the structure of diamond or of germanium. It bears the
same relation to the cubic close-packed structure as the Ih structure does to hexagonal close pack
ing. <Mbie close-packing is a face-centered cubic structure, .whichfor the spheres of Figure 4
corresponds to stacking layers in the order ABCABCABC... .. If, instead of spheres we now put
dumbtoelis of water molecules perpendicular to the close-packed plane, we obtain ice Ic. The close-
packed planes are (111) planes* of the face-centered .cubic structure. Figure 6 is a projection of
ice Ic on the (111) plane. Cubic ice can he thought of as made up of puckered sheets consisting of
hexagonal rings of water molecules just as ice Ih can, but neighboring sheets are differently oriented
with respect to one another.

* See Appendix: Crystallogriphic indices used to specify planes and directions in ice.
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Table II. Temperature dependence of the structural form of
ice crystals formed at low temperatures.

Experimental
method -180° -170° -160° -150° -140° ^130° -120° -110° -100° -90° - 80° -70° Reference

X-ray

diffraction amorphous semi-crystalline hexagonal 41

Electron

diffraction

small

crystals cubic

hexa

gonal 162

Calorimetric amorphous crystalline 227

Electron

diffraction

amorphous or

minute crystals cubic

hexa

gonal 123

Electron

diffraction

amorphous or
small crystals cubic

hexagonal

and cubic - hexagonal 25

Electron

microscope and

electron

diffraction

1
i i

1 • . .. i
i i

1 : 1

i cubic i hexagonal 76

Electron

.microscope and

electron diffrac

tion

i

i

i
>•--.,--•• • i

.. . i
"'•••'. iamorphous ,

i 1 —
i-•" • .

i

1

cubic j hexagonal 260

Electron

microscope and

electron diffrac

tion

minute cubic

crystals cubic

hexagonal

and cubic hexagonal 166

Figure 5. The arrangement of water mole
cules in ice Ic. Compare with Figure 2.
Note that the three water molecules bonded

to B2 are not vertically above those bonded
to Bx but are rotated 60° around the line
B^B2 from the positions that they had in

Figure 2.

o

o

A B C

Figure 6. Projection of the structure of ice Ic on
to the (111) plane. Compare with Figure 3. Mole
cules are arranged in the stacking sequence ABB-
CCAABBCCAABBCC. .. . Note also the similar

ity between this and the cubic close-packing of
spheres in Figure 4.
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The lattice constant of cubic ice is 6.35A at -130°C.22 27 30 The hydrogen positions are be
lieved to be similar to those in ice Ih: random, consistent with the Bernal-Fowler rules. The only
conflicting report comes from electrical work by Cubiotti and Geracitano,4' who reported that cubic
ice was ferroelectric throughout its range of stability (Chapter V).

Ice Ic can also be made by transforming the high-pressure phases of ice at low temperature.

Most of these phases can be kept metastable at atmospheric pressure if the temperature is low
enough, but as they are heated up they transform first to cubic ice and then to hexagonal ice.15 16
Similarly, vitreous ice when heated turns first to cubic ice.51 1M This does not necessarily indicate
that ice Ic is the stable structure in this temperature range; it may simply be easier to nucleate.
No case has ever been reported of ice Ih transforming to ice Ic. Thermal measurements show that
very little latent heat is involved in this transformation.15 16 In a recent study of thermal properties
of amorphous, cubic and hexagonal ice, Ghormley86 found that the heat capacity of ice Ic exceeds
that of ice Ih by 27% between -170° and -120°C and by 12% between -120° and -70°C. This he
attributes to a greater degree of order at low temperature, presumably due to differences in the
energies of the kind mentioned above due to the various possible relative orientations of water
molecules. Ghormley points out that this may indicate that at low temperatures ice Ic is the thermo
dynamically stable phase in an ordered form, though the problem of attaining this form is likely to
be just as great in ice Ic as in ice Ih once the hydrogen arrangements have been frozen in.

The only evidence of a difference between ice Ic and ice Ih, other than differences due to the
different symmetry of the structures, is found in a report by Onaka and Takahashi212 of a vacuum
ultraviolet absorption band which is present in ice Ic but not in ice Ih or the vitreous form. They
found that ice deposited from the vapor between -140°C and -120°C had a well-defined absorption
band at about 8.7 eV, whereas ice deposited at either higher or lower temperatures showed a steady
rise of absorption with photon energy in this range.

The vitreous or amorphous form of ice has been studied by several investigators.4 *6 1M 208 The
state in the higher temperature range is undoubtedly amorphous, but it still seems uncertain whether
there is a glass transition. This has been reported on thermal grounds by McMillan and Los,1" and
has been deduced by extrapolation from the behavior of solutions by Angell, Sare and Bressel.
However, the measurements of Ghormley86 have failed to confirm it.

CHAPTER EL HIGH PRESSURE FORMS OF ICE

In addition to the hexagonal and cubic variants of ice I discussed in Chapter I, many other
solid phases of ice are obtainable under high pressure. Much of the early work on this was done by
Bridgman.2* 31 He established the phase diagram of ice, and found phases which he numbered from
II to VII, but his ice IV is believed to be an unstable phase which cannot exist in the presence of
ice V. More recent work, to be discussed later, has added two further phases, VIII and IX, although
ice IX may also be an unstable form. A phase diagram is shown in Figure 7.

Many of these phases can survive to low pressure if they are decompressed at low temperature.
Thus work on them may be carried out under more reasonable experimental conditions. This has
led to difficulties, particularly in the case of the very high pressure phase,' ice VII, where it is
possible that on decompression it undergoes some changes.

The crystal structure of these various phases of ice has recently been the subject of study
by several groups. Most of the structures are now known, largely due to the work of Kamb and his
co-workers. Table III lists these phases, some details about their crystal structure, and references
to papers where these structures are discussed in greater detail. The important point which emerges
from Kamb's work is that in every case, the structure can be thought of as made up of water mole-
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Figure 7. Phase diagram of ice. Dashed lines are extrapolated or
calculated boundaries. Metastable phases (apart from ice IV and

Ic) are shown by light lines. (From ref. 271.)

Table III. Density and structural data for ice polymorphs.

Density* Crystal Space
Reference Phase (Mg/m3) system group

Chapter I Ih 0.92 Hexagonal P63/mmc

148 II 1.17 Rhombohedral R3

152 III 1.16 Tetragonal P41212

153 V 1.23 Monoclinic A2/a

150 VI 1.31 Tetragonal P42/nmc

151 VII 1.50 Cubic Pn3m

* Densities in this table have all been reduced to 1 bar to bring out

the difference of density due to structural factors alone.

cules with four nearest neighbors to which they are linked by hydrogen bonds in exactly the same
way as in ice I, except that the angles of the hydrogen bonds may differ slightly from those in ice
I. By means of different geometries the packing of water molecules into a given space is changed,
so that in these high-pressure ices more water molecules can be put into a given volume, as required
by Le Chatelier's principle. As we proceed to higher and higher pressures, the density of the ice
becomes greater and greater, not only because the hydrogen bonds are shortened (this would be true
for ice I under high pressure), but also because of this more efficient packing. If we consider
these structures in more detail, we can see how this is achieved, and also can discuss for each
structure the question of how?the hydrogen atoms (protons) are disposed.
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Figure 8. The structure of ice II. The heights of atoms above a hex
agonal plane are given in hundredths of the c dimension of the unit cell.
One six-ring of each type is emphasized. Note that in the top ring the
protons are anticlockwise from the oxygen atoms and radial, whereas in
the lower they are anticlockwise and alternately up and down. (After

ref. 148.)

11

Ice II

This is a phase which exists only at low temperatures, in the sense that it has no phase boun
dary with the liquid; when heated it always transforms to ice III before melting. Its density (see
Table III) is greater than that of ice I, and its structure as determined by Kamb148 bears a certain
resemblance to that of ice Ih. As can be seen in Figure 8, ice II, like ice Jh, has hexagonal columns

consisting of puckered rings of six water molecules. Kamb has pointed out that if these columns
are moved up and down relative to one another so as to give a rhombohedral stacking sequence for
equivalent rings, and then rotated about 30° around their cylinder axes, they can be relinked in a
more tightly-fitting way than in ice I. This is essentially the structure of ice II. The rings are,
however, flattened as compared with ice I, and furthermore this flattening is different in different
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rings. Kamb has pointed out that these last changes are most likely to be caused by an ordered
arrangement of the proton structure, in that the deviations from the pseudo-structure obtained with
out these last-mentioned changes are inconsistent with having effectively half a hydrogen on the
average at the end of each bond. On the basis of such considerations Kamb was able to assign
places to the protons in the structure as shown in Figure 8.

There are further indications that ice II has ordered protons. The dielectric properties do not
have the large dispersion associated with hydrogen disorder,273 so that it would seem that the water
molecules cannot reorient in the presence of an electric field. The phase diagram itself suggests
order, as has been pointed out by Whalley and Davidson.26' If two phases separated by a boundary
on a phase diagram both have proton-disordered structures, then this contribution to the entropy
will be much the same in both phases, and the entropy of transition will be relatively small. Since
the volume change as between the different ice phases is appreciable (Table III), Clapeyron's
equation predicts that (dp/dT) along the equilibrium line, which is equal to AS/AK, will be small,
i.e. the boundaries will be nearly parallel to the T-axis. Figure 7 shows that this is not true of the
boundaries between ice II and ice V, and a more detailed study to a better scale shows that it is not
true of the boundary with ice I either. Bridgman's measurements of the entropy29 31 also show that
ice II has a lower entropy than any of its neighbors on the phase diagram. These predictions of pro
ton ordering in ice II have recently been proved to be correct by neutron diffraction studies.106 228

Ice III

Ice III is the least dense of the high-pressure forms of ice and first appears on the phase dia
gram at the lowest freezing point for water, -22.0°C. It is, however, denser than water at the cor

responding pressure, so the freezing point for higher pressures rises again. Its phase stability is
limited at low temperatures by the appearance of ice II, although it does not readily form ice II even
when that form is stable.273 It is also true that water, even when supercooled into a state where
ice II is stable, forms ice III when it freezes.30 273 The structure of ice III has recently been de
termined, 15: 106 and is shown in Figure 9. Again each water molecule has four nearest-neighbors,
but the angles they subtend vary considerably. The main differences between this structure and

that of ice I have been discussed by Kamb and Prakash.152 They are that ice III has rings of five
water molecules (ice I has only rings of six water molecules) and the second-nearest neighbors are
closer. There is also the difference that while in ice I the second-nearest neighbors in terms of
distance are also second-point neighbors along the bond network, in ice III they are third or fourth

neighbors along the bond network. In other words, the increase of density has been achieved by
"doubling back" the bond framework.

The question of possible proton order in ice III is discussed at length by Kamb and Prakash.152
There is good evidence from the phase diagram, the entropy measurements, and the dielectric

measurements273 that ice III is disordered at high temperature. However, the structure determined

by X-rays13 (which do not show up the hydrogens) has a possible proton-ordered form which also
satisfies the observed symmetry. And the difference in the various bond angles might be ex
pected (as in ice II) to make ordering more favorable than in ice I. Thus it is not surprising that
at low temperatures a proton ordered form of ice III has been reported by Whalley, Heath and
Davidson,271 who called it ice IX. Neutron diffraction confirmation of this has been obtained;106 228
this evidence also shows that above the temperature of complete ordering some partial ordering

of protons occurs.106
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a. Ice m b. Ice IX

Figure 9. The structure of ice IX. If the protons were disordered the structure would be ice 111.
(After ref 271.)

Ice IV

This is a phase now believed to be wholly metastable, in the sense that ice III or ice V is al
ways more stable than ice IV. Bridgman2' 31 found it very hard to obtain, particularly with H20.
He only really established it firmly for D20,30 and even then he found it could only be formed in
apparatus that had never held ice V. Its structure has not been properly determined, possibly due
to the difficulty in preparing it. Evans73 has found that certain nucleators assist in producing ice
IV, so that by using them its production can be made more reliable. The substances in question are
p-amino hippuric acid, Heucine, phenol tetra-bromo-phthalein, and tetra-chloro-phthalic anhydride.

Ice V

This phase is denser than ice III and also occurs as a phase in equilibrium with the liquid.
It seems likely that it is unstable at low temperatures as indicated in Figure 7. The structure has
been determined by Kamb, Prakash and Knobler153 (Fig. 10). Like ice HI it consists of a network
of water molecules, each with four nearest neighbors, but while the smallest number of water mole
cules in a ring in ice III is five, there are some rings of four in the ice V structure. The possibility
of proton order in this structure is discussed by those authors, who decide that it is unlikely. There
is good external evidence from the dielectric measurements273 and neutron diffraction228 that ice V

is not fully proton-ordered, but neutron diffraction evidence106 shows that, at any rate at low tem
peratures, there is some partial ordering. Ice V seems to be comparatively easy to make.273 It
can be nucleated at a lower pressure than its equilibrium pressure by using several nucleators,73
of which I-asparagine is the most effective, operating down to 2.6 kbars.
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Figure 10. The structure of ice V as viewed along the b-axis. Numbers
give the y-coordinates of the oxygen atoms in hundredths of the b-axial

length (7.54%). (After ref. 153.)

Ice VI

This phase, denser than ice V,.appears to have a range of stability from the melting point
down to low temperatures. Its structure has been determined by Kamb150 and is sketched in Fig
ure 11. A projection of the structure parallel to the four-fold axis is shown in Figure 12. It is a
simpler structure to picture than most of the other high-pressure phases we have been considering.
It achieves its high density not only by having a lot of rings of four water molecules, but also by
having two interpenetrating lattices which are not connected to each other by hydrogen bonds.
Figure 11 shows how these framework structures are built up. The two are identical apart from
orientation, and the one fits neatly into the spaces of the other. There is no evidence of proton
ordering in ice VI. The dielectric properties show a large variation with frequency,273 and although
no neutron diffraction study has as yet been made, it seems safe to assume that in the state studied
the protons are disordered. However/the same arguments apply to ice VI as to ice I, and if its
region of phase stability goes down to low temperature without being cut off by ice II or ice VIII,
there must be some ordering to overcome the entropy difficulty.

Ice VI is relatively easy to make by cooling,the liquid or by transforming ice Vunder pressure.2'
It can also be nucleated even below its bottom stable pressure by using a suitable nucleator;73 2.4
dinitro-diphenylamine and cholic acid are the most efficient, being usable down to 3.8 kbars.

Ice VII

This phase is the densest form of ice known, and it appears to be stable to very high pressures.
The question of whether a further phase might appear at extremely high pressures has been dis
cussed by Kamb.14' He concluded that this is not likely up to pressures which would break down
the whole basis of hydrogen bonding. The structure has been determined by Kamb and Davis151
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Figure 11. The structure of ice VI. In column Athe hydrogen-bond chains running vertically through
the structure are shown. The lower one is identical to the upper but turned through a right angle.
The three-dimensional structures formed from these chains are shown in B, while in C the two struc
tures shown in B are combined to form the complete structure of ice VI in which the two components
interpenetrate. Protons are not shown. (After ref. 150. Copyright 1965 by the American Associa

tion for the Advancement of Science.)

(Fig. 13). It is body-centered cubic, so that from a crystallographic point of view each water
molecule has eight nearest neighbors. In view of what is known about the mechanism of ice bond
ing, Kamb and Davis suggest that it consists (like ice VI) of two interpenetrating frameworks, each
of which has the ice Ic structure. It is a fact of crystallography that a body-centered cubic struc
ture can be considered as two interpenetrating diamond structures. In this way, Kamb and Davis
suggest that the hydrogen bonds are along the bonds of these two structures; the other neighbors,
although at the same distance, are not bonded by hydrogen bonds.
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•*-a, Figure 12. Projection of the structure of ice VI
parallel to the tetrad axis. Heights are marked in

hundredths of the c dimension of the unit cell.

(After ref. 150.)

5

J I

Figure 13. The structure of ice VII. This is body-centered cubic but hydrogen bonds are limited
to four per oxygen molecule and form two interpenetrating ice Ic structures (see. Fig. 5). The pro
tons are shown disordered. With the protons ordered the structure would be that of ice VIIt:,, but the

form the ordering,takes is not known. (After ref. 151.)
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The equilibrium between ice VII and the liquid has been followed up to very high pressures
by Pistorius, Pistorius, Blakeley and Admiraal.22ia According to them ice at 200 kbar melts at
442°C, though their data have been questioned on theoretical grounds.2|*2

At high temperatures ice VII does not have proton order, as evidenced by its phase boundary
with ice VI using the arguments discussed above in the case of ice II, arid'also' by dielectric
measurements.270 At lower temperatures, however, the situation changes; below about 0°C the di
electric properties indicate a phase in which water molecules cannot reorient themselves. The
phase diagram (Fig. 7) shows a sloping phase boundary which suggests that the phase has a
much lower entropy. The name ice VIII has been given to this low-temperature form of ice VII,
even though the X-ray structure appears to be the same.270 The location of the protons in this
presumably ordered structure is not known; it could be ferroelectric or antiferroelectric.

Ice VII (or ice VIII) cannot be retained at low pressure by quenching it to low temperature.

This procedure works for all the other high-pressure phases of ice, and led to mistakes in early

literature on the structure of ice VII.

Ice VIII

This is the low-temperature, presumably ordered, phase of ice VII. For a discussion see ice
VII.

Ice IX

This is the low-temperature, proton-ordered phase related to ice III, and the details of the oxygen-

atom positions are discussed above under ice III. Whalley, Heath and Davidson271 have suggested
a structure for ice IX on the basis of the Kamb and Datta structure for ice HI. Kamb and Prakash152

have also suggested a structure (although they do not use the name ice IX) that may be the appro
priate one for ice IX, but in their X-ray work they found no evidence of ordering. Their paper,
written before reference 271 was published, discusses the earlier evidence for a gradual ordering
of protons in ice III. This now seems ruled out by the work of Kell and Whalley.154 See also
reference 228a by Rabideau et al. (1969).

Other properties of high-pressure forms of ice

In the above discussion, attention has been concentrated on the crystal structure of the various

phases. Only physical properties which bear on this question have been mentioned, apart from
some mention of how the phases are obtained. Clearly all the different physical properties of ice
could be studied for allthe phases, but at present not many have been. Because the nature of the
bonding is the same throughout the phases, the physical properties would not be expected to vary
as much as they would in the case of other materials undergoing polymorphic transitions (such as

carbon, for example). The main properties which have been measured recently are the Raman spec
tra,1" 255 the infrared spectra20 and deuteron nuclear magnetic resonance.228 The Raman spectra
and NMR show that hydrogen bonds are essentially similar in the different polymorphs (ice VII
showing the largest difference). The infrared spectra confirm this and give further evidence of pro
ton ordering in ice II and ice IX, but not in ice Ih, Ic or V.
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CHAPTER III. DEFECTS IN ICE

In this chapter we shall consider the various ways in which the ice structure may deviate from

the ideal crystallographic structure discussed in Chapter I. Much of what follows applies also to
the high-pressure structures of ice discussed in Chapter II, particularly those which have disordered

protons.

Table IV. Defects in ice.

Point defects

Vacancy Water molecule missing from ice structure. Energy of forma
tion about 0.53 eV, energy of movement about 0.09 eV.

Interstitial Water molecule not on a structure position.

H30 ion Water molecule with additional proton. Energy of formation,
see OH- ion. Energy of movement nil (i.e. it moves with no
energy needed).

OH ion Water molecule with proton missing. Energy of formation of
ion'pair (i.e. H30+plus OH-) about 0.98 eV.

D-defect Oxygen-oxygen bond with two protons on or near it. Energy

of formation, see L-defect.

L-defect Oxygen-oxygen bond with no proton on it. Energy of formation
of Bjerrum defect pair (i.e. D-defect plus L-defect) about 0.68 ?
eV. Energy of movement about 0.24 eV.

Electronic

excitation Place where an electron is excited from its ground state.

Impurity Molecule other than HjO on a site where HjO should be in the
molecule ice structure (substitutional impurity) or elsewhere (inter

stitial impurity).

Line defects

Dislocation Boundary line of a region where part of the crystal has been

displaced relative to another part, either by a lattice vector

(total dislocation or perfect dislocation) or by some other
vector (partial dislocation).

Plane defects

Stacking A plane on which the stacking sequence is not what it should
fault be in the ice structure. If a stacking fault ends.in a crystal,

it does so at a partial dislocation. .

The defects in structure may be grouped into different types according to whether the structure
is perfect everywhere except at one water molecule (a point defect), everywhere except along a
line of water molecules (a line defect), or everywhere except along a plane of water molecules
(plane defect). We can also consider larger defects where the structure is seriously disrupted in a
three-dimensional region whose dimensions are large compared with the intermolecular distance
(gross defects).

Among the point defects we must consider places where a water molecule is missing (vacancies),
places where a water molecule is present in addition to those expected crystallographically (inter
stitial molecule), and places where the Bernal-Fowler rules (see Chap. I) are violated. If the rule
stating that there are two hydrogens near each oxygen is violated, then we have an ionic defect:
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an 0H~ ion if there is only one hydrogen, an H30+ ion if there are three hydrogens. If the rule that
there is only one hydrogen on an oxygen-oxygen bond is violated, we have what are known as
Bjerrum defects: an L-defect (from the German Leer = empty) if there is no hydrogen on a bond, or
a D-defect (from German Doppelt = double) if there are two. Other point defects arise from elec
tronic excitations of the water molecules. For example, there may be an excess electron under
certain circumstances. Also there may be individual impurity atoms, which either replace a water
molecule in the structure (substitutional impurity) or are there in addition to the full water molecule
structure (interstitial impurity).

The only line defect that we have to consider is a dislocation. This is the defect that arises
if one part of an otherwise perfect crystal is sheared relative to the remainder by an intermolecular
distance. Dislocations are responsible for the relative ease of plastic deformation. The main
plane defect discussed in this chapter is the stacking fault, a plane across which the relationship
between neighboring water molecules is the same as in the perfect structure, but where the relative
orientation of third nearest neighbors is that for cubic rather than hexagonal ice (Ic rather than Ih).
Grain boundaries can also be considered as plane defects, though here the crystal orientation on
the two sides is different; they will be considered separately in the next chapter.

The gross defects in ice include voids, air bubbles, bubbles of liquid inclusions, and gross
solid impurities. ,

Point defects in ice: vacancies and interstitial molecules

The concept (not necessarily the physical consequences) of a vacant site in an otherwise per
fect ice crystal is a very straightforward one, and does not require any special treatment. There
is plenty of space in the relatively open ice structure to insert another water molecule interstitially
into the holes, so that the idea of an interstitial molecule is also quite easy to conceive. The im
portant question is whether both or either of these defects occur readily in ice, and how they move.

Evidence on this comes from experiments on diffusion (considered in more detailin Chapter
VI), particularly from measurements of self-diffusion in ice. It is found that no matter whether an
oxygen tracer or a hydrogen tracer (such as the isotope tritium) is used, the same diffusion proper
ties are found, which strongly suggests that self diffusion occurs by the movement of whole water
molecules. This can proceed by the movement of vacancies, interstitial molecules, or both. There
is one important difference between a vacancy mechanism and an interstitial mechanism. If a
vacancy diffuses through the crystal, then at each jump it is a different water molecule that moves.
Thus a labeled water molecule (one with a radioactive isotope) can only move one intermolecular
distance when a vacancy moves past. However, if such a molecule were to get into an interstitial
position and were then to jump successively between stable sites, it would-be the same molecule
moving.each time. Of course, it is possible for an interstitial to do something more like the vacancy.
An interstitial molecule may push a water molecule off its site and occupy the site, itself. After
this, the molecule in the interstitial position is a different one, and to distinguish this mechanism,
we refer to it as interstitialcy migration, because it is not the actual interstitial molecule that is
migrating through the crystal but the state Of having an interstitial molecule.

If we were certain on the mechanism of diffusion, we would be able to use measurements of

the activation energy of diffusion to tell us something about the activation-energy of vacancies or
interstitials, but this is not yet possible. In particular we do not know whether only vacancies, or
only interstitial molecules, or vacancies and interstitial molecules in equal numbers (sometimes
called Frenkel defects) are formed. Granicher" has suggested that the way to sort this out is to
look at the pressure dependence of diffusion. Another possible test suggested by Granicher is to
see in which direction specks of dirt move in ice in a temperature gradient - if interstitial molecules
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predominate specks should move slowly to the hot end, if vacancies they should go to the cold end.
Runnels23' has discussed these points and has also considered whether nuclear magnetic resonance
measurements give any information on vacancies and interstitial molecules in ice. The present
position is that we can be sure that one of these defects exists in ice, but we are not sure whether
both are present in appreciable numbers.

The accuracy of direct determination of density seems insufficient to test this by using the
apparent X-ray density; the best way of testing this seems to be the approach suggested by Granicher.

Point defects in ice: ions and Bjerrum defects

As has been mentioned above, these defects arise from breaches of the Bernal-Fowler rules.
Figure 14 shows the different kinds of defects, and also indicates how they might be formed by the
movement of a proton. In Figure 14a we can see how the movement of a proton along a bond can
form an OH" ion and an H30+ ion. It is not surprising that such a reaction should occur, because
it is well known that in water the reaction

2 H20 ^ H30+ + OH-

occurs to a slight extent, and we can expect the same to be true in ice. The concentrations of the
two sorts of ions will, by the normal laws of chemical kinetics, be governed by the reaction con
stant of this reaction, thus

[H30+] [OHi = k
' [H20]2

Since the reaction constant is very small and the concentration of H20 therefore hardly changes, we
can write

[H30+] [OHi = constant.

This "constant" will, of course, be temperature dependent, and will depend on the energy re
quired to form the two ions.

Once formed, the ions can migrate readily through the ice structure. As shown in Figure 14b,
if an ion from a neighboring water molecule moves from one end of a hydrogen bond to the other, the
effect is to move the water molecule which is ionized from one site to its neighbor. Thus it is

possible for the ionic defect to migrate without the whole ion having to move. This movement pro

cess is not nearly as difficult to achieve as the initial formation of the ions, because the total

energy of the crystal is not changed by the movement of the ion (except perhaps for an electrostatic

term because the ion concerned is moving relative to the other ions in the crystal). It turns out
that, whereas it requires an energy of 0.98 eV to form an ion pair,70 the positive ions do not need
any activation energy to migrate in the manner indicated above. It is believed that in this case the

proton can migrate from one end of the hydrogen bond to the other by the quantum mechanical tunnel

effect. It is to be noted that this only applies to H20 ice. For D20, the deuteron, having twice the
mass of the proton, is much less likely to tunnel, and thermally activated motion is necessary in
this case.232
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Figure 14. The creation and movement of electrical point defects in ice. In (a) the movement of
a proton from the position shown with a dashed circle creates a positive and a negative ion, and
(b) shows how movements of a proton along a bond can make the ions migrate, (c) shows how the
movement of a proton around an oxygen atom can create an L-defect and a D-defect, and (d) shows
how this defect can also migrate by further movements of protons around oxygen atoms. The move
ment of the protons is to the right in all cases, but the movement of ions in (b) leaves the water
molecules oriented with their protons to the left, while the movement of L- and D-defects in (d)

leaves them with their protons to the right.

As a result of this easy transfer of ion states, the mobility of protons in ice is about 10-5 to
10"^ m2/V sec, a value similar to the electron mobility in somewhat poor semiconductors. Thus it
is not quite correct to think of an ion as stationary on one water molecule, as though it waited

there for some time before a proton jump caused it to pass to a neighboring water molecule, any more
than it is correct to think of an electron in a semiconductor as sitting attached to one atom, or of

an incorrectly oriented spin in a ferromagnetic material as sitting on one particular atom. The
analogy with spins in ferromagnets is instructive. There we talk of the existence of spin waves

as the correct description of the stationary state of the system. If we were to have a single spin

on one atom oppositely oriented relative to the majority, it would slowly migrate away. However,

if we have a stationary wave system of traveling spins, this is a description that does not change
with time. In exactly the same way the correct description for positive ion states in ice is in terms

of proton waves traveling through the ice. This theory was first developed by Gosar and Pintar,*1 M
and an alternative formulation has been developed by Kim and Schmidt.15' A more rigorous but one-
dimensional theory has been presented by Fischer and Hofacker.122 These theories can explain the
observed mobility, and also the fact that this mobility increases with decreasing temperature. They
correspond to a scattering of the protons after only a few intermolecular distances. Even this means

that the movement of the ionic state from one molecule to its neighbor is correlated with further

movements in the same general direction for several intermolecular spacings, and that the amount of
this correlation increases as the temperature falls.
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Bjerrum defects are formed if a proton moves around an oxygen atom until it lies near another

bond (Fig. 14c). As in the case of ions, the formation of these defects will be governed by the

laws of chemical kinetics. Since the number of defects will be small relative to the total number

of water molecules, the chemical kinetic formula can be written in the form

[L] [D] = constant

and again this constant will depend on temperature.

In this case as well, the Bjerrum defects can migrate by the rotation of neighboring water
molecules (Fig. 14d). In this case an activation energy is always required. The values for the
energies involved'7 are deduced from various electrical measurements as 0.68 eV to form a pair of
Bjerrum defects, 0.24 eV to move an L-defect, and probably somewhat more to move a D-defect.

The mobility of L-defects is about 2 x 10-8 m2/V sec; the ratio of mobility of L-defects to that of
D-defects is about 7/3. Gosar'3 has pointed out that, even though we are dealing with an activated
process, in this case we may get the correlated rotation of several molecules by a process in which
the activation energy is transferred from one molecule to the next. A simple picture of the process
is shown in Figure 15. An excitation of proton 2 which pushes it toward proton 1 will help proton
1 to jump towards the L-defect and so transfer the L-defect by two bonds at once. In this way Gosar
can explain the otherwise surprisingly large pre-exponential factor in the Arrhenius equation for
L-defect migration.

Although it is reasonable to expect a ,"bond" with no proton on it to exist, it is not so clear

that a "bond" with two protons is reasonable. The two protons would have to be rather close to

each other, and for this reason some people have questioned the existence of the D-defect, at least

in its simple form as indicated in Figure 14. Of course, there is no need for the two protons to lie
strictly on the line connecting the two oxygen atoms, and it is perhaps to be expected that the two

protons will be displaced from this line in opposite directions. An alternative suggestion68 is that
one proton lies on the. line but the other is rotated away by 60°, i.e. half way between the two
bonds. This has been called an X-defect, but it is not really different in principle from a D-defect,

it is simply one of the possible equilibrium states for that defect. When the X-defect was originally
proposed it was thought that the energy of the D-defect with the two protons on or near the same

bond was impossibly high. This has subsequently been shown to be not necessarily so,71 though
theoretical calculations of these various energies are not reliable enough to give accurate values
or to determine which actually is the equilibrium state.

An important point connected with the movement of ions and Bjerrum defects through ice can
be seen from Figure 14. The migration of an ion through ice allows protons to move from one end
of a bond to the other; the migration of Bjerrum defects allows protons to move from one side of an
atom to another. If protons are to move by gross distances from their original position it is there

fore necessary that both ions and Bjerrum defects be present. This fact is of considerable impor
tance in considering the electrical properties of ice (Chapter V).

Point defects in ice: electronic excitations

The energy required to excite an electron in ice into an excited state is sufficiently high for
this not to occur thermally. That is, ice is an insulator and not a semiconductor in the electronic

sense (its conductivity is due not to electrons moving but to protons moving by mechanisms dis
cussed in the last section). However, electrons can be excited in ice by irradiation which can im

part sufficient energy, and the resulting electrons can in sbme cases be trapped in the ice to give
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Figure 15. Diagram to indicate how the movement
of a proton from its equilibrium position (the.pro
ton marked 2 from the dotted position) can knock
on another proton (1) and cause the L-defect to

migrate by two bonds in a single step.

another sort of point defect. However, it seems likely that such trapping occurs only in the regions
of other defects.144 Inparticular, an electron trapped at a positively charged defect; such as a
vacancy combined with one or two D-defects, is analogous to a color center in alkali halides, and
has been proposed as a possible structure for color centers in ice.265 266 As such it should only
be considered below, where we are dealing with point defects obtained bycombining the various
categories. Alot of work has been done on the resultant defects,.however, using techniques quite
different from those employed in other studies. Pulse radiolysis is often used to study unusual
electronic defects in ice, and various forms of high energy radiation, such as y radiation, are often
followed by study of electron spin resonance. These studies can provide information about other
point defects in ice (for example that the OH" ionic defects in y irradiated ice are on normal oxygen
sites62), but they are concerned primarily with questions of a radio-chemical nature and will not be
reviewed here.

Point defects in ice: impurity molecules

Very few substances dissolve substitutional^ in ice, that is, very few things can replace an
H20 molecule in the structure of ice. Only two molecules can do this in appreciable concentrations:
HF and NH3. As a result only these two substances plus the salt formed from them (NH4F) dissolve
to any extent in ice. NH4F does so probably as individual NH3 and HF molecules, which may not
be particularly near to each other. It is likely that extremely small quantities (on the order of parts
per million) of compounds chemically similar to HF and NH3, and not too different in molecular size,
may also dissolve substitutional^ in ice, but this has not really been proved.

It is worth emphasizing that it is principally HF and NH3 which dissolve in ice, and not their
ionized forms, F~ and NH4+. It is,true, of course, that ionization of the molecules is possible in
ice given the ions above and also H30+ or OH- respectively, but it seems that the reaction constant
puts the equilibrium much more strongly on the un-ionized side. Thus it is logical to think of the
neutral molecules as the form taken by the impurity in its most common state, and to think of the
ions as being a compound point defect. It remains true, however, that it is easier to ionize these
molecules than the original water molecules, so that for appreciable concentrations the number of
ionic defects in ice produced by the reaction

HF + H20 = F- + H30+

or in the case of NH3 by

NH, + H20 = NH+ + OH-

is large compared with those produced by the dissociation of water molecules themselves. The con
centration of HjO can be regarded as large and approximately independent ofthe dissociation. There
fore
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[F-] [H30+] = const [HF]

and, since [F~] = [H30+], each of these concentrations willbe proportional to the square root of
the concentration of HF, and hence, because very little of the HF is dissociated, approximately
equal to the square root of the amount of fluoride dissolved in the ice.

As well as providing a source for ionic defects, these substitutional impurities in ice can act
as sources of Bjerrum defects. As can be seen from Figure 16, an HF molecule which replaces an

H20 molecule is bound to have one "bond" towards it from an H20 molecule that has no proton on

it, and this bond is a ready source of an L-defect. In fact, in this case the binding of the L-defect

to the HF seems to be so weak that the chemical equilibrium lies on the side of dissociation, so
that the number of L-defects introduced is approximately proportional to the number of HF molecules

dissolved. In the same way NH3 can produce D-defects, though in this case experimental evidence
that the process occurs is not as conclusive. When considering ice formed from NH4F solution, it
might at first be thought that we would obtain positive ions and L-defects from the HF and negative
ions and D-defects from the NH3, and that the total numbers of all defects would rise. This is not
so, because L- and D-defects can be annihilated and positive and negative ions can come together

to'form neutral water molecules. In terms of chemical theory, the equilibrium between these two

pairs of defects is maintained, as given by the equations on p. 20 and 22. The exact nature of the
result of this balancing is discussed by Noll.204 It seems that when ice is frozen from NH4F solu
tion, the acid components predominate in the solid, which therefore does not have strictly stoichio
metric composition. The question of the relative concentrations of ionized defects NH4+ and F~ is
not fully known.

Other systems have not been investigated as fully as have those containing NH3 and HF. Some
work done with HC1 indicates that this dissolves substitutionally in ice at low concentrations.27'
Probably small quantities of other substances can be dissolved, though the ice structure is one of

the most difficult in which to get substitutional impurities.

The possibility of interstitial impurities should not be overlooked. The ice structure is rela

tively open, and small molecules should be able to fit into the holes. Larger molecules of an inert
nature force the ice to rearrange itself into a less dense phase, forming the so-called clathrates,
whose structure has been discussed by Pauling21' from this point of view.

Figure 16. Diagram to indicate how dissolved HF in ice is a natural
Source of an L-defect. The HF has been placed at a position in the
ice structure in place of a water molecule. Two of the bonds to it

would then have protons at their far end, two would be expecting pro
tons from the water molecule in question. Only one of these can be
supplied by HF, the other (top right of the F atom) is a ready-made

L-defect. Similarly NH3 introduces a D-defect.
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Point defects in ice: combined defects

It is possible to have point defects which consist of more than one of the above defects super
posed. Several such cases have already been considered. The dissolved fluoride ion can be
thought of as a superposed HF impurity and an ionic defect, and the trapped hydrated electron is an
electronic defect superposed on whatever defect is trapping it. It is not surprising that point de

fects tend to superpose in some cases. Most of the defects will have an electric charge and an

elastic stress field around them, and they can react with other point defects as a result of both of
these fields. We can thus expect, for example, that a vacant lattice site will attract either L-defects
or D-defects to form a composite defect of the kind shown in Figure 17. In view of the fact that a
free surface probably acquires a positive charge (see Chapter XI) we may guess that the D-defect
might be the one attracted to a vacancy. There would then be more vacancies with three protons
on the bonds pointing into them than vacancies with only one. Kopp1" has suggested that this
might be the normal state for the D-defect, since it overcomes the difficulty about the energy of a
D-defect mentioned above. Since there are thought to be many more vacancies than Bjerrum defects

in ice, it would not be too difficult to imagine that each D-defect can have an associated vacancy.

However, if true it would imply that D-defects only move with associated diffusion, and this is not
currently believed.

In a similar way Haas102 suggested a composite defect consisting of an interstitial atom and a
Bjerrum defect, which he thought might be responsible for mechanical and electrical relaxation and

diffusion in ice. However the activation energies for these processes are not now thought to be

the same."'

Since Bjerrum defects and ionic defects are both charged, they might be expected to attract

one another when of the appropriate sign. Thus, for example, a positive ion might attract an L-

defect. Such an interaction would tend to immobilize both defects since neither could migrate with

out increasing its separation from its partner. In particular, when an electric field is applied, the

two defects, having opposite signs, are pulled in opposite directions. This mechanism could account
for some of the trapping of defects in ice at low temperatures.

Electronic excitations will also be attracted to positively charged point defects, and this is
the form of the structure which has been suggested for trapped electrons at color centers in ice.2" M6
The particular model suggested is a vacancy with one or two D-defects associated with it (Figure
17 shows the case with one D-defect).

•V^
Figure 17. The association of a D-defect and a
vacancy. It would be impossible to put a water
molecule into the vacancy without creating a D-

defect on one of the bonds pointing into it.
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a. A dislocation in the basal' plane whose add
itional half-plane ends between two layers of

atoms vertically above one another in the stack
ing sequence. This is the sort of dislocation

that we expect to be most easily mobile in ice.

b. A dislocation with the same Burgers vector
as in a, but the extra half-plane ends between
two layers not vertically above one another in
the stacking, sequence. Because there are more
broken bonds in this situation we would expect
this form to occur less frequently. It would al

so be harder to move.

c. The dislocation of b split into partial dis
locations. The partial P, involves a water mol
ecule being bonded to more than four neighbors;
it is not therefore a very likely situation in ice.

d. The result of combining the dislocation of Px
of c with a complete dislocation on a neighbor
ing plane (cf. a above). The resulting situation
now has a partial dislocation at P1 that does not
involve any breaches of the normal bonding for
ice. Between the two partial dislocations there
is a layer of stacking fault, making the structure
like that of ice Ic locally (compare Fig. 5). These
dislocations can only move if a ribbon of water

molecules turns over.

e. An alternative situation to d with the com

plete dislocation on a different but parallel plane.
Again note the stacking fault between the par

tial dislocations.

Figure 18. Dislocations in ice.
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Dislocations in ice (Fig. 18)

A dislocation is a line defect that can be thought of as the boundary between two regions in a
crystal, one of which has slipped relative to the other by a distance known as the Burgers vector
of the dislocation. In ice the shortest lattice distance is that joining a water molecule to its next-
nearest neighbors in the same basal plane, i.e. the molecules in the <1120> directions. This is
therefore the most likely Burgers vector in ice.

The various possible dislocations in ice have been considered in detail by Yosida and Waka-
hama,277 who consider other possible Burgers vectors. In this review we shall concentrate on those
with basal Burgers vectors, because this is the plane on which ice readily deforms plastically, and
therefore these are dislocations which we need to consider in theories of basal glide in ice. We
shall also concentrate largely on those with a basal slip plane, for the same reason. The perfect
dislocations on-the basal plane are quite straightforward. The possible Burgers vectors are a/3
[1120], a/3 [2110], a/3 [1210] and the negatives of these three vectors. The dislocation line, if we
are considering basal slip planes, lies most readily along the same directions. Thus we obtain the
picture of a screw dislocation, if the Burgers vector and dislocation line coincide, and a 60° dis
location if they do not. Dislocation reactions are possibly of the general form:

- [1120] + - [2iio] = - [mo]
3 3 3

in which two such dislocations combine to form a third.

The main complication which has to be considered from a strictly dislocation point of view
concerns the possibility of partial dislocations, i.e. dislocations whose Burgers vector is not equal
to a lattice translation vector. In the close-packed metals such dislocations are well-known. Since
the structure of ice is so similar.to that of a hexagonal close-packed metal, we may expect them in
ice too. However, there is an important difference. In ice the place where we naturally expect the
dislocation to occur is between two layers vertically above one another (Fig. 18a). In the close-
packed metals no such positions exist, and the dislocation occurs between two layers not so stacked.
The equivalent thing in ice would look similar to Figure 18b. This would have a much greater core
energy and is not really expected to occur, since diffusion could change it to-the form of Figure 18a.
However, it is this sort of dislocation that could split into partials (Fig. 18c). It has been suggested
in the case of germanium and silicon (which are similar) that the way around this problem is for
one of these partials to be closely associated with a dislocation of the type which occurs more
naturally (Fig. 18a) to give a resultant of the form shown in Figure 18d.

If a dislocation in ice becomes associated with partial dislocations in this way, then it cannot
move easily. Either it must move the partial dislocation with it, or it must do work against the
attractive stress field of the partial dislocation in order to move away from it. The former seems
rather unlikely, since the force required to move the partial dislocation through the lattice (its
Peierls force) would probably be larger than that required to move the original perfect dislocation -
though no calculation of this has yet been done. If this is correct the partial dislocations would
act as traps for perfect dislocations.

There is, however, a further complication we must consider if we think about dislocations
moving in ice. This arises because of the proton disorder discussed in Chapter I. Because the pro
tons are not arranged crystallographically, it is not true that translating part of the crystal relative
to the rest by a Burgers vector will reproduce perfect ice. This can be seen in Figure 19. Note that
a translation of the top relative to the bottom has introduced Bjerrum defects. Using the estimate
of the energy of formation of Bjerrum defects mentioned above, Glen8* showed that the stress which
would be required to move dislocations through ice and produce these defects was enormously
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Figure 19. The effect of moving a
dislocation through the ice Ih struc
ture. The upper diagram shows a part
of the structure with the protons (black
circles) at random consistent with the
Bernal-Fowler rules. The diagram be
low shows the same structure after

the top has sheared to the right rela
tive to the bottom by the passage of a
dislocation. Note that this has intro

duced L- and D-defects.

Figure 20. An intermediate stage between the
top and bottom diagrams of Figure 19 showing the
dislocation at a position where it has already
moved atom A to join B'. Atom B has a dangling
bond, and for the dislocation to move on, it must
link to C However it already has a proton on
its bond, and to avoid making a D-defect the pro
ton above C must move away, e.g. to the other
end of its bond by the passage of a mobile ion, or
around C by the passage of a mobile L-defect.

greater than the observed flow stress (about 3400 bars compared with under 1 bar). It would seem
that dislocations cannot move through disordered ice unless some proton rearrangement process
occurs to remove the difficulty. Figure 20 shows what is required. If the dislocation shown is to
move on without creating a Bjerrum defect, the proton must move from the bottom of the bond C'C

to the top. If this move alone is made, then an ioniq defect will be formed, and the amount of energy
required is not very different from that required to form the Bjerrum defect. Thus the process re
quired is one which changes the position of the proton without introducing new lattice defects. This
is very similar to the requirements when water molecules are reoriented in an electric field (see
Chapter V), and probably occurs by the movement of Bjerrum defects in the ice. Thus'we can ex
pect that ice will be plastic only at those temperatures at which point defects are present, and that
its rate will be connected with the dielectric relaxation time. In fact, since the dislocation is a

line defect, we should think about kinks on the dislocation line moving sideways along the line as
indicated diagrammatically in Figure 21. New kinks will be formed when a number of bonds ahead

of the dislocation line are all favorably oriented together, the number required being determined by
the applied stress. For further details of this theory, reference 88 should be consulted; a simpli
fied version has also been published.8'
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Figure 21. Kinks on dislocation lines. A dislocation line is shown solid in this

projection of the ice Ih structure onto a basal plane (cf. Fig. 3). The bonds com
ing upward through the plane of the paper are from molecules marked with dots.
It is to be imagined that an additional half-plane ends at the dislocation line, i.e.
bonds dangling from the molecules above can be joined (if the bond orientation is
favorable) to the dotted molecules beyond the line to make the dislocation move
forward. At a kink as shown a single such joining can take place, and if it does
the dislocation moves forward locally to the dotted position, i.e. the kink moves

sideways along the dislocation line.
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Dislocations have been directly observed in ice by use of the Lang technique of X-ray topog

raphy.,J 261 This technique not only allows the networks of dislocation lines to be seen, but also
allows the Burgers vector to be determined. It will probably become an important experimental
tool in studying dislocations in ice and their role in plastic deformation.

Stacking faults in ice

Ice Ih and ice Ic are two closely related crystal structures of ice which have very nearly the

same energy, and which differ from each other only in the stacking sequence of planes of water
molecules. Therefore we might expect that ice would have stacking faults in the same way that

close-packed metals have stacking faults. However, despite this theoretical expectation, to the
writer's knowledge, stacking faults have not been reported in ice.

A stacking fault arises when the crystallographically correct stacking sequence is not main
tained without disrupting the relationship between a given water molecule and its nearest or next-

nearest neighbors. (In this respect ice seems an even more favorable case for stacking faults than

are the close-packed metals, since in their case only nearest neighbor relationships are maintained.)

In terms of the letter-sequence model of Figure 3, for example, a stacking fault would occur if the

sequence were ABBAABBAABBCCBBCCBBCCBB... . This is related to the relative energy of
the hexagonal and cubic phases because the sequence AABBCC which occurs at the stacking fault,

and which is wrong for the Ih structure, is precisely the sequence which occurs in the Ic structure.

If a stacking fault ends in the crystal, then the boundary line will be a partial dislocation of
the kind shown in Figure 18, and the question of whether stacking faults can be created by plastic
deformation is closely related to that of whether dislocations of this type can move. As mentioned
above, the Peierls force for partial dislocations may be expected to be larger than that for the per
fect dislocations of the type in Figure 18a. This may be why partial dislocations might not be
formed in ice in the way they are in metals with low stacking-fault energies.
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A further and allied plane defect may occur in ice Ic. By analogy with face-centered cubic
metals, we might expect ice Ic to exhibit twinning of the (111) plane. This would correspond to
the stacking sequence AABBCCAABBCCBBAACCBBAA... . This can be compared with a stack
ing fault, which in ice Ic corresponds to the sequence AABBCCAABBCCBBCCAABBCC.

It should be pointed out finally that the stacking faults discussed are not the only ones which
can occur. In ice Ih we can also obtain the sequence AABBAABBAABBCCBBAABBAABB.. . ,

and in ice Ic the sequence AABBCCAABBCCBBAABBCCAABBCC.... The situation is completely
analogous to that in the close-packed metals, and has been dealt with in standard textbooks on
dislocation theory, such as Weertman and Weertman.263

Gross defects in ice

Defects which spread over a volume in ice can be many and varied in type. The most impor
tant which occur naturally are voids, i.e. bubbles filled only with water vapor, gas bubbles, liquid
inclusions, and solid inclusions.

Voids in ice sometimes appear as a result of the internal melting of ice (formation of Tyndall
figures) which occurs when radiation is absorbed in the bulk of ice crystals. The resulting liquid,
being denser than ice, occurs in a state of tension. If such bubbles are observed as they grow, it
can be seen that this tension is maintained for some time, but eventually the liquid fractures and
a vapor bubble appears. When such a liquid bubble with a vapor bubble within it is refrozen, the
vapor bubble frequently survives, presumably because the water around it refreezes before it has
been eliminated completely and the remaining water freezes with internal compressive stresses in
the ice.203 Voids are also introduced into ice by plastic deformation,1'1 particularly on non-basal
slip systems.

The shape and behavior of voids and Tyndall figures has been extensively studied by Nakaya.203

Gas bubbles occur in ice quite frequently in the process of growth. When ice is grown from
the liquid, the much lower solubility of air in ice than in water usually means that bubbles are

formed along the growing interface, and some of these are incorporated in the ice.'5 192

Liquid inclusions in ice include the Tyndall figures mentioned above, and also brine inclusions

trapped when ice is frozen from water containing dissolved salts which do not dissolve readily in
the ice structure. In this case, as in the case of dissolved gas above, the water ahead of the ice
interface will become rich in the impurity. Its freezing point will thus be depressed relative to the
bulk of liquid behind it, and the phenomenon known as "constitutional supercooling" will develop.
In this condition an irregularity of the ice/water interface can grow unstably, since it is pushing
out into regions of higher freezing point. In these circumstances the interface becomes highly in

dented, and it is not difficult for pockets of the impurity-rich liquid to be trapped in the ice as

liquid inclusions.

Solid inclusions can be formed in ice either by the freezing of liquid inclusions, or by the

trapping of solid particles in the ice.

CHAPTER IV. POLYCRYSTALLINE ICE AND GRAIN BOUNDARIES

Nature of polycrystalline ice

Most bulk ice in nature consists of polycrystalline ice, that is, ice composed of a large number

of single crystals in different orientations. The extent to which there is any preferred orientation,

or any special grain shape, is the subject of ice petrography. A very full account of this is given

by Shumskiy.245 From the point of view of the physical properties of ice, there are two main reasons
why polycrystalline ice behaves differently from single crystals of ice:
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1. Single crystals of ice are anisotropic, as are all crystals for certain physical properties.

But being hexagonal in its most common form (ice Ih, see Chapter I), ice has physical properties
that are different in directions parallel and perpendicular to its c-axis. If the constituent crystals

of polycrystalline ice are randomly oriented, then the bulk properties will be some kind of average

of the properties of the single crystals of which it is composed. In some cases, such as elastic

properties, this averaging is fairly straightforward, but in others, such as its plastic deformation,

there is such a radical difference in the behavior of ice crystals in different directions that the be

havior of the polycrystal is quite different from that of the single crystal.

2. The existence of grain boundaries may alter the properties of the ice.

The main kinds of polycrystalline ice for which specification is relatively simple, and for
which it is therefore possible to collect data with confidence of their usefulness, are:

1. Randomly oriented polycrystalline ice with approximately equant individual crystals (or

"grains").

2. Columnar ice with c-axis parallel to the column lengths.

3. Columnar ice with c-axis perpendicular to the column lengths.

It must be remembered, however, that many other kinds of ice occur in nature; for example, the

shape of a single crystal of ice in a glacier may be extremely complicated.233 The three types of
ice mentioned above are usually produced for laboratory work as follows:

1. The randomly oriented ice is produced by freezing water on randomly oriented ice nuclei.

This can be achieved by packing disaggregated snow, or frost crystals from the walls of a cold

chamber, into a mold of the desired shape, and then evacuating the mold and allowing ice-cold, air-

free water to flow in and freeze on the crystals, to give a grain size up to about 1 mm. Ice-cold,

air-free water can be obtained by boiling water, sealing it while boiling, and allowing it to cool

under its own vapor until it starts to freeze.

2. Columnar ice with c-axes parallel to the column lengths is the kind of ice normally produced
when water freezes. This is because small plate-like crystals of ice form with their c-axes per

pendicular to the plate. These- float to the top of the water and act as seeds for the crystals grow- -

ing downwards. This kind of ice is the most anisotropic form of polycrystalline ice. For all

crystal properties for which all directions perpendicular to the c-axis are similar, it behaves much

as a single crystal.

3. Columnar ice with c-axes perpendicular to the column lengths can be produced by sprinkling
ice grains of the kind used in 1 (above) over the surface of water at 0°C to act as nuclei. In this
case the nuclei are of approximately random orientation, but the growth of ice crystals occurs so

much more rapidly perpendicular to the c-axis (see Chapter IX) that the crystals with their c-axes
horizontal soon wedge out the others and produce the columnar ice.*1

Grain boundaries in ice

As in other crystalline materials, grain boundaries in ice can be divided into two kinds, low

angle grain boundaries and high angle grain boundaries. Low angle grain boundaries are boundaries

between grains with approximately the same orientation of their crystalline axes. In such cases

the grain boundary can be thought of as consisting of an array of dislocation lines,2'4 and its be
havior can be discussed in terms of the movements of these dislocations. Such boundaries are

often produced by the alignment of dislocations introduced into a plane, e.g. by plastic deformation,

thus creating the low angle grain boundary. High angle grain boundaries, on the other hand, are

best thought of as regions between two grains where the crystalline arrangement breaks down. They
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are places where not all the hydrogen bonds will be joined up, and they can therefore, in principle,

be charged. They can act as sources of dislocations, point defects, including Bjerrum and ionic
defects as well as vacancies or interstitials, and places where impurity atoms will congregate.

They can readily act as diffusion channels for impurities.

It is interesting how grain boundaries will react when the ice reaches or approaches the melting

point. If the ice is being heated by radiation, the grain boundaries may absorb the radiation pre

ferentially, and so may act as centers of melting. For example, the surface of a temperate glacier
frequently consists of ice crystals disaggregated by melting of their grain boundaries. However,
this alone does not tell what happens in an equilibrium state: whether ice with a small water con
tent would, on thermodynamic grounds, spread this water out all along its grain boundaries, keep
it in channels where three grains meet, or concentrate it into bubbles where four grains meet. This

question has been considered by Steinemann,24' who concluded that it would indeed be in bubbles
where four grains meet. This result, however, depends on the values taken for surface energies,
and could be affected by anything which affects these energies, such as dissolved impurities. The

energies assumed by Steinemann are 2.35 x 10-4 N m-1 for the ice-water surface energy and 3.4 x
10""* N m-1 for the grain-boundary energy. A more recent determination of these energies157 has
given the values 3.3 x 10^ N m_1 for the ice-water surface energy and 6.5 x 10"^ N m-1 for the grain-
boundary energy. With these values water should congregate along channels where three grains
meet, and there should be a continuous interconnecting water system in temperate ice, as pointed
out by Nye and Frank.211 Such a system can provide for the flushing of impurities into and out of
a glacier.

It is not necessarily true that the grain-boundary energy is a constant independent of the rela

tive orientation of the grains. For low angle grain boundaries it certainly is not true. For high-
angle grain boundaries it is probably not very inaccurate to assume a constant value. If this is so
then simple energy considerations show that the three boundaries which meet at a line should make

equal angles with each other where they meet. If they do not do this in the process of formation,
they will tend to move so as to equalize the angle. This has been observed happening in ice by
scanning electron microscopy.1"

The movement of grain boundaries in such a direction as to reduce the net amount of surface
energy in the ice is responsible for grain growth, to be discussed in more detail in Monograph II-C2b.

It has been studied in thin, two-dimensional ice sheets by Roos,2'6 and in three-dimensional ice by
Jellinek and Gouda.141

CHAPTER V. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF ICE

The water molecule has an electric dipole moment, and therefore if the water molecules in ice

can orient themselves when an electric field is applied, ice can have quite a large electric permit

tivity. This fact is responsible for the most straightforward of the electrical properties of ice.
However, unlike the situation in liquid water, the molecules are not free to rotate in the field, and

the mechanism by which they turn around introduces complications. In addition to this dielectric
effect, ice can also conduct a direct current of electricity, and shows thermoelectric effects and
other more complex electrical effects. Much work has been done on these phenomena and some are
relatively well understood, while others are still the subject of controversy and study. Many of the
effects are profoundly affected by small amounts of dissolved impurities in the ice. Surface effects
have also confused the situation, so that care should be taken in using numerical data, especially

if the ice type or size of sample is very different from those to which the data apply.
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Dielectric properties of ice

At low frequencies, below 1MHz, the dielectric properties of ice are dominated by the process
of reorientation of water molecules in the electric field mentioned above.47 27S If the permittivity
and loss factor (real and imaginary parts of the permittivity) are measured as functions of frequency,
it is found7 that the permittivity decreases as frequency increases in exactly the way expected for
a Debye relaxation process having a single relaxation time. A convenient way of representing this
theory is to plot the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity. The resulting plot is a semicircle
(Fig. 22). Pure ice is in fact one of the best examples of such a Debye relaxation process. The
static value of the permittivity, i.e. the value for zero frequency, depends on the crystal orientation,125
being quite markedly larger if the electric field is parallel to, rather than perpendicular to, the c-

axis. The static value also varies with temperature, increasing as the temperature decreases7 125
and the frequency for which the loss factor is a maximum increases as the temperature increases.7
These two variations are shown in Figures 23 and 24. These are taken from a review article by
Evans74 which summarizes the situation at the time it was written and to which the reader is referred

for a full bibliography and further details.

The detailed mechanism responsible for the dielectric properties of ice has been worked out

in some detail. The situation has been summarized by Granicher.'7 As we have seen in Chapter III,
ice can have electrically charged point defects of two kinds, Bjerrum defects and ionic defects,

and these can move through the lattice. When they do this they change the orientation of water

molecules in their path. This can be seen in Figure 14. We concentrate attention first on the case

of the L and D-defects, because this is the easiest case to think about and also because it is this

process which is believed to be responsible for the dielectric relaxation in ice as observed in the

experiments referred to. We see in Figures 14c and 14d that as an L-defect moves to the left, or
as a D-defect moves to the right, the water molecules are oriented so that their protons are on the
right. In other words they become aligned in the direction that would be expected for an electric

field in the direction to move positive charges to the right. Thus the picture we have of the polari

zation mechanism is that under the action of the applied field, the Bjerrum defects in the crystal

move in such a way that on the average more water molecules are alighed with the field than against

it. The reason for the dispersion is that it takes a finite time for the Bjerrum defects to accomplish
this, and if the field is reversed too quickly, the polarization will not be complete, and will in
general be out of phase with the alternating field - hence the "imaginary part" of the permittivity.
At lower temperatures it will take longer to accomplish this reorientation because 1) there will be
fewer Bjerrum defects in thermal equilibrium at the lower temperature, and 2) since they need ther
mal activation to move, they will move more slowly at the lower temperature. The static dielectric

constant will be higher at lower temperatures because there will be less thermal energy to move

defects against the field.

This provides a satisfactory explanation of the dielectric behavior of ice, but we ought to ask
what the effect of the ionic defects would be. Figures 14a and 14b show that under the action of

an electric field which tends to move positive charges to the right, the positive ions will move to the

right and the negative ions to the left. This also leaves a trail of oriented water molecules behind,

but as seen in Figure 14b they are oriented the wrong way round for the field, with their protons
to the left. This paradoxical result led Bjerrum to say that, since the permittivity of ice was
greater than unity, it must be Bjerrum defects that were responsible.

This argument is, I believe, false. In Figures 14a and b positive charges are moving to the
right and negative ones to the left. The net effect must be to produce a dipole moment of the whole
crystal which has positive polarization charge on the right-hand end and negative charge on the left.
The reason for the apparent anomaly is that, by concentrating attention on the orientation of the
water molecules, we have forgotten the charged ions, and these have carried a polarization in the
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correct direction. Instead of thinking of the way the molecules are oriented, we should think of the

way the hydrogen bonds are oriented, for in the case of ionic defects their movement involves the

movement of protons along bonds. If we look at it this way we see that the movement of the ionic
defects has left (Fig. 14b) a string of bonds, each with their protons at the right-hand end. This

is true right up to the point at which the ionic defect is at present situated.
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Thus ionic defects could also be responsible for the dielectric relaxation in ice, and it requires

a much more sophisticated argument than Bjerrum's to sort out which is in fact responsible.

To see which defects are responsible, impurities are added to the ice. As we have seen in
Chapter III, the substitution of HF for H20 in the ice lattice increases the number of L-defects and
positive ions and decreases the number of D-defects and negative ions. However, the number of
L-defects increases in proportion to the amount of HF added, whereas the number of ions increases

in proportion to the square root of the amount of HF added. If we look at the dielectric properties

of HF-doped ice, we find a most remarkable thing. The static permittivity of ice goes through two

deep cusp-shaped minima as the HF concentration rises, falling from a value for the relative per

mittivity of nearly 100 to one of less than 10 (Fig. 25). The reason proposed for this is that, at
the minima, the effect of the Bjerrum defects, tending to orient the molecules one way around, is

almost canceled by the effect of the ionic defects, tending to orient them the other way around.
Put another way, the parabola which represents the concentration of H30 , suitably weighted by
the mobility of the ions, cuts the straight line which represents the concentration of L-defects,
weighted by their mobility, at two places. Because of the shapes of the concentration curves, it
must therefore be true that at low HF concentrations, below the first minimum, and also at high

concentrations above the second minimum, Bjerrum defects are the predominant cause of reorienta
tion, whereas between the two minima it is positive ions that cause the dielectric relaxation.

The detailed discussion of the arguments which lead to these conclusions, and the numerical
values which can be deduced from the various experiments for the energies to form and move de

fects (as quoted in Chapter III) and also for the effective charges on defects, etc., have been given

by various authors.'7 70 214 66

Just as HF introduces L-defects and positive ions, so NH3 may be expected to introduce D-
defects and negative ions. The dielectric properties of NHj"" doped ice have been studied for this
reason,6 but the effects are not as startling or revealing as those with HF. Other dopants have
also been studied, including NH4F,S' 183 HC127', NaOH,155, KOH, H202, etc.126 127 The general pic
ture outlined above seems adequate for a discussion of these results, though there are anomalies

that are not fully cleared up.

There is some evidence, mainly based on conductivity measurements (see below), that at low
temperatures the dominant mechanism may change in pure ice. This is not altogether surprising,
since positive ions do not require thermal activation to move, and as the temperature is decreased
they will find fewer obstacles to their motion from thermal vibrations (phonons) and so may pro
gressively become more efficient as the reorienting mechanism compared with Bjerrum defects. If
this occurs, then presumably the static dielectric constant should fall, just as it does for HF-doped
ice. There is no experimental evidence for such a phenomenon. Very possibly the temperature at
which it occurs is one at which the dielectric relaxation time in pure ice is so long that direct ob

servation is very difficult. -

At still lower temperatures, it is possible that ice may undergo a ferroelectric or antiferroelec-
tric transition, as discussed in Chapter I. If so, then the dielectric properties of ice should reveal
it. However, the temperature at which it has been postulated (about 100 K) is so low that the re
laxation time is far too long for normal physical experiments with alternating currents, and may be
too low even for so-called "static" experiments. In this connection it may be significant that

Dengel and others" reported that they only obtained evidence for ferroelectricity in their "static"
experiments if the water from which the ice was prepared was "not extremely pure." The impurity
may have been HF, or perhaps one of the other soluble impurities, which release defects that do not

require thermal activation for their formation, but only for their movement (or perhaps release ionic
defects requiring much less formation energy and no thermal activation for movement). If so, the
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added defects due to these impurities might enable the water molecules to turn around and so assume
their thermodynamic equilibrium positions. This possibility was pointed out by Onsager,2" who
stressed the desirability of specific heat measurements of HF-doped ice. These have since been
made by van den Beukel,21 who found an anomaly, though not quite of the expected magnitude.
Anomalies occur in other physical properties such as birefringence,145 elastic constants,111 and
electric charge storage,23 but as yet the exact nature of what is going on is uncertain. This is an
area in which further work should clarify a situation which is confused at present.

The dielectric properties of ice vary with hydrostatic pressure,45 '* an effect which should in
dicate how Bjerrum defects are affected by density. In the high pressure forms of ice, dielectric
measurements have been made.27' 27° In those phases with disordered protons the effects are rather
similar to those in ice Ih. In those with ordered protons there is no such dispersion, as expected.

Indeed these measurements provide one of the best tests for indicating whether these phases have

ordered protons or not.

Electrical conductivity of ice

We have seen above how either Bjerrum defects or ionic defects can allow polarization of ice,
but either of these types of defects by themselves cannot give direct-current conductivity in ice.
Once the water molecules have been oriented by Bjerrum defects, no further electric charge can
pass through these particular water molecules by the action of further Bjerrum defects, and a similar
statement can be made for bonds and ionic defects. However, if both Bjerrum defects and ionic
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defects are present, then d-c conductivity is possible, since the protons can get around oxygen
atoms by the Bjerrum defect mechanism, and can travel along bonds by the ionic mechanism. Thus,
if Bjerrum defects are responsible for the dielectric polarization, as seems to be the case in pure
ice, then ionic defects will control the electrical conductivity. As discussed in Chapter III, posi
tive ions do not seem to require thermal activation to move through ice, but can go from-one end of
their bonds to the other by the quantum mechanical tunnel effect. This means that ice can be
thought of as having proton waves traveling through it, carrying the electric current in much the

same way as electron waves carry the current in a metal or semiconductor. The general correctness

of this picture has been verified by measuring the Hall coefficient in ice,40 which confirms the posi
tive charge of the charge carriers, and by showing that protons can be transferred to and from ice in
the conduction process.37

The actual magnitude of the d-c conductivity of pure ice has been a subject of considerable
debate for a long period. The best laboratory data were inconsistent with some of the field data
used in electrical sounding of temperate glaciers,237 in the sense that the glacier resistivity which
had to be assumed was higher than the laboratory figures. This anomaly, which could not of course
be explained by impurities in the glacier ice which would have the opposite effect, has now been
resolved by better laboratory data,36 which give a value of 1.5 x 10~* O-1 m_1 at -10°C. Much of
the trouble with the older data arises from the large effects not only of impurities but also of sur
face conductivity. This is so large it dominates the conductivity on normal laboratory-sized samples
unless stringent precautions are taken. Jaccard137 has made measurements which show that the
surface has a conductance of 10-10 Cl~l.

The full theory of electrical conductivity in ice considering the different kinds of defects that
are involved has been worked out by Jaccard.134 136 In the first of these papers,134 he treated the
microscopic theory, and showed how the conductivity and permittivity varied with frequency and with
the relative mobilities and concentrations of the different defects. He deduced from the available

experimental data the picture we have already discussed, in which Bjerrum defects are responsible
for the permittivity of pure ice with ionic defects responsible for d-c conductivity and that with HF
doping these roles interchange twice. He was also able to deduce from thermoelectric measure
ments135 that the L-defects were at least as mobile as the D-defects, and so are responsible for at

least 50% and probably more of the permittivity of pure ice; therefore, they are responsible for con
ductivity in the doping range between the two minima of permittivity.

Actually, at the permittivity minima there should be no frequency dependence of the conduc
tivity or permittivity. At all other dopings the conductivity varies with frequency, the high fre
quency value (above the Debye dispersion) being determined by the sum of the conductivities of all
the individual Conductivities due to the different defects.

In this first form of the theory; Jaccard ignored the interaction between defects, assuming they
were sufficiently far apart for this to be negligible, However, particularly in the case of the minor
ity defects (ionic defects in pure ice), there is always a tendency for the majority defects to screen
the charge around them. This effect, as well as some other variations of treatment, was considered
by Onsager and Dupuis,214 and the theory has been further elaborated by Dougherty.66

Jaccard has also treated the whole subject in a different way,136 using the methods of non-
equilibrium thermodynamics. This gives a more macroscopic form of the theory which can be more
readily generalized.

The theory of the mobility of the positive ionic defects through ice, which in the case of H20
ice but not D20 ice takes place by quantum-mechanical tunneling, has been considered by Gosar
and Pintar.92 94 They show that the motion of the protons in ice is somewhat similar to that of elec
trons in a wide-gap semiconductor, as was mentioned in Chapter III. A semiclassical theory in
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which the protons are thought of as moving freely through the ice lattice and being scattered by
lattice phonons (quantized sound waves) has been given by Kim and Schmidt,159 and is in reasonable
agreement with experiment. Amore sophisticated treatment of a one-dimensional model for this
kind of transfer has been considered by Fischer and Hofacker.122 The coupling of protons with
phonons has been further considered by Fischer et al.77 There seems little doubt that the proton-
wave model is the correct way to,think of the conduction mechanism in pure ice (and in doped ice
provided it does not lie between the two permittivity minima).

At high electric fields, and particularly at low temperatures, a further phenomenon occurs.
The field may get large enough to saturate the proton current in view of the small number of car
riers.70 72 7T Under these conditions it is protons injected into the ice by the electrodes that are
responsible for conductivity, if suitable electrodes are used. The effects are complicated by phe
nomena which are attributed to. trapping sites for protons, possibly other point defects in the ice.
The explanation of all these phenomena isstill not clear. One interesting observation is that, for
these high fields, the conductivity, which decreases as the temperature is lowered down to about
-60°C, rises sharply below this temperature (Fig. 26). This is attributed to the fact that at these
temperatures the protons responsible are almost entirely injected (so that the thermal energy re
quired to make ion pairs does not enter) and the mobility is increasing rapidly as the mean free
path of the protons increases with decreasing temperature. The further decline then has to be
attributed to some other process such as the trapping of protons or to a change in conduction
mechanism.

T("K)

I _3 Figure 26. Temperature dependence of the elec
12x10 trical conductivity of ice at high field strength.

There is some evidence that at low temperatures the conduction mechanism changes.42 Aplot
of d-c and a-c conductivity shows an apparent changeover, which could be accounted for if, at low
temperatures, ionic movement becomes the process which occurs more readily, and thus could ac
count for dielectric permittivity, while L-defect motion becomes responsible for conductivity. Since
the movement of ions is believe* to occur without activation energy, this changeover is not impossible
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when the temperature is low.47 275 Further evidence for it comes from the observation that the
dielectric relaxation time, which in the high temperature region follows a straight line on an Arrhenius
plot, i.e. when log r is plotted against 1/T, deviates from this in the direction of shorter relaxation

times about -50°C.

Measurements of the conductivity of ice doped with various impurities have been made by many

workers; among the most important dopants are of course HF, NH3 and NH4E248 182 44 180 183 The
question of the orientation of specimens relative to growth directions in these cases has recently

been discussed by Young,278 who quotes results for HC1 as dopant.

Hall effect in ice

As has been mentioned above, the Hall effect has been observed in ice. This effect is the

appearance of a voltage perpendicular to the direction of current flow in the presence of a magnetic
field. In fact, in the case of ice, because of the surface conductivity, it is easier to measure the

Hall current, the current which flows perpendicular to an applied electrical potential gradient in the

presence of a magnetic field.40 The sign of the effect tells the charge of the current carriers, and
confirms them as positive, which they should be if theV are protons. It is also possible to deduce
their mobility from the results, and the value obtained for the Hall coefficient, 1.5 x 10s m3 A-1 sec-1,
leads to a carrier concentration of 0.4 x 1016 m~3 with a mobility of 1.4 x 104 m2 V-1sec_1. This
mobility is considerably larger than the values obtained by other methods such as the drift mobility,70
while the value obtained by Bullemer and co-workers38 is even smaller. The difference may well
be due to a real difference in the physical nature of the Hall mobility in a material where the car
riers are trapped. It is the velocity of the protons while they are moving that gives the Hall effect,
not their average velocity including periods in traps.

thermoelectric effect in ice

The theory of the thermoelectric effect in ice has been worked out by Jaccardi" 136 138 The
reason for the existence of such effects is fairly simple to understand. If different parts of an ice

specimen have different temperatures, then different concentrations of Bjerrum defects and ions will
be in equilibrium at the different places, and thus there will be defect concentration gradients. The
defects will diffuse down these gradients until the electrical potential they create is sufficient to
balance the concentration gradient.

Measurements of the thermoelectric potential as a function of Concentration of doping atoms
have been made by a number of workers.34 3S 253 254 The results are fairly complex (Figure 27, for
example). While their general pattern of behavior is understood, discrepancies exist in the actual
values which Jaccard138 attributes to difficulties with the electrode potentials. Only one experiment

reported to date eliminates these effects.33

The actual magnitude of the effect is of considerable interest. It is very large, much larger
than in metals. It has been used to provide an explanation for thunderstorm electricity.1.73

Ice electrets

Gelin and Stubbs84 have reported that ice forms electrets, i.e. that an ice crystal cooled in an
electric field will retain a permanent dipole moment. The temperatures to which they report the
persistence of this effect seem remarkably high in view of the conductivity of ice, but the effect in
some form has been confirmed by several other worker.2'4I l,? It is probably due to the trapping of
charged point defects and their subsequent release on heating which can lead to the observed "glow
curve" type of current release. The process can be complicated. If the field is reversed during
cooling it is possible to get currents in different directions when the specimen is subsequently
heated. Further work is needed in this area before all phenomena are fully understood.
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Figure 27. Thermoelectric potential of ice. The curve indicates the variation
with doping concentration,34 3S the arrows indicating possible movements due
to uncertainties in doping. The points marked on the axis represent other re

sults for nominally undoped ice. (After ref. 78).
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If HF-doped crystals are used in a charge-storage experiment,23 then a large peak is observed
near 107 K. The activation energy for this current release process is about 0.26 eV, which within
the experimental error could be associated with the 0.235 eV activation energy for the movement
of Bjerrum defects. This peak may be associated with some kind of electrical transition in ice, or
it could be due simply to defect migration as has been postulated for the other, smaller peaks in

pure ice.

Piezoelectricity of ice

There have been infrequent reports that ice shows a piezoelectric effect, and other reports
that it does not.247 The matter is of some theoretical importance, since the structure postulated for
ice Ih in Chapter I would not show such an effect, so that its proven existence would throw doubt
on that structure. However, it is easy to obtain spurious piezoelectric effects due, not to the pro
perties of the perfect ice lattice, but to some property of defects. Dislocations may be charged in
ice (see Chapter III); their movement could give such an effect, and the various kinds of point de
fects could also be involved. The most convincing evidence that a first-order piezoelectric effect
does not exist is the report 256 that the second order inverse effect, i.e. a strain proportional to the
square of the applied field, an effect which should exist for the ice Ih structure, has been measured
and there is no sign of the first-order effect.

Rectification effects in ice

Experiments in which the d-c resistivity of ice varies according to the direction of the current
relative to the growth direction have been reported.259 The resistance as measured in two opposite
directions differed by as much as a factor of 30,000. These effects were subsequently shown not
to be bulk effects of the ice.67 A more genuine rectification effect has recently been reported 242
when a junction was made between ice doped with proton donors and ice doped with proton accep
tors - a kind of ice transistor.
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Electrical effects during growth of ice

When ice crystals are grown from solution, electrical potentials may develop between the
liquid and the ice, particularly if there are any impurities in the liquid. This phenomenon has been
studied extensively.3 99 179 226 142 The effect is due to the different solubilities of different ions in
ice. A particularly important case from the point of view of ice physics is that of NH4F.204 20s Here
the acid components predominate in the ice, and therefore more HF dissolves in the ice than NH3.
Unless care is taken, ice grown from NH4F solution does not contain the stoichiometric ratio of
the two components.

Surface electrical effects

There is a large number of reports of electrical effects in ice which can be attributed to the
surface of ice. Some of these will be considered in Chapter XL It is to be expected that such
effects will exist, because it is unlikely that the energy of ions and Bjerrum defects at the surface
will be in the same ratio as in the bulk crystal. In particular, when a Bjerrum defect reaches the

surface, there is no longer a bond with two or no protons on it, but instead of a number of dang

ling bonds leaving the surface, some with protons and some without, the number with and with
out is changed. The effect is somewhat similar to that resulting from the combination of a Bjerrum
defect with a lattice vacancy discussed in Chapter III.

The surface charge acquired from an excess of one kind of defect wiU be screened by a cloud
of defects of the opposite sign so as to create an electrical double layer near the surface. This
effect has been ignored in the only treatment of this subject in the literature.214

One result of the existence of this surface charge is to allow for a net charging of the whole
specimen during evaporation, although the theory of this effect is not simple.177

The topic of frictional electrification is taken up later (p. 61).

CHAPTER VI. DIFFUSION IN ICE

-Diffusion is the process by which material moves through the sample. In the case of ice, as
of other solids, we have to consider self-diffusion, that is, the rate at which individual water mol

ecules move about within ice, and diffusion of impurities.

Self diffusion

The process by which water molecules can move through the ice lattice is not unambiguously
determined. The process can be measured by using different isotopes of hydrogen or oxygen to
label water molecules at one end of an ice specimen, and then investigating at a later time to see
where they have diffused to. It is not obvious that this will necessarily give us the diffusion of
complete water molecules, for it is possible to imagine that the hydrogen and oxygen might move

at different rates. We have already seen in the last chapter that electrical conductivity in ice is
believed to occur by proton transfer, and so it is possible that hydrogen atoms might be much more
mobile in ice than oxygen. No experiment to test this has really been performed. All the experi
ments that seem to give this have in fact been done by using an isotope of hydrogen, normally tri
tium which is radioactive and so can easily be traced. However, even deuterium, which is twice

as massive as hydrogen, can probably not tunnel by the quantum-mechanical tunnel effect along the
bond around a positive ionic defect, and it is even less likely that tritium, with three times the

mass, could do so.
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Thus it is not altogether surprising that experiments using an isotope of oxygen52 165 and those
using tritium26 57 5S 129 131 165 229 should get essentially similar results. All these papers, apart from
ref. 229, have been considered by Onsager and Runnels,215 who show that, while there is a con
siderable amount of scatter, the results are all consistent with an activation energy of about 0.65
eV, individual experiments giving values from 0.63 to 0.68 eV. The remaining experiment229 gave
an activation energy of 0.62 eV, independent of the orientation of the diffusion relative to the
crystal axes.

The atomic explanation of diffusion has been considered by several authors and there are two
main views as to the actual defect responsible. The kinds of point defect we have been discussing
in the last chapter as responsible for electrical effects cannot be directly responsible, as their
migration does not move oxygen atoms about. The most likely process for diffusion in ice, as in many
other materials, is the movement of lattice vacancies or interstitial molecules. It remains possible
that the defects responsible are a combination of a point defect of the electrical type with one of
the vacancy-interstitial type, as was suggested for ice by Haas.102 He suggested that the closeness
of the activation energy for diffusion with that of electrical and mechanical relaxation might be be
cause a major part was played by a defect consisting of a D-defect associated with an interstitial
ion. Kopp163 has made a similar suggestion for avacancy and a D-defect (see Fig. 17). These
suggestions have been carefully considered by Onsager and Runnels,215 who show that even for the
most favorable case (Haas's model with the same oxygen remaining with the interstitial atom, i.e.
a true interstitial, not an interstitialcy as defined in Chapter III), the diffusion which would result
is too slow to account for observed rates. It is also now apparent that the activation energy for
diffusion (0.65 eV) is larger than that for dielectric relaxation (0.575 eV), so that there is no compel
ling reason to look for a common cause.

Onsager and Runnels215 consider the most likely origin to be an interstitial mechanism. Their
reason for choosing this as opposed to the vacancy mechanism is that it is more consistent with
data on the spin-lattice relaxation in ice. The argument here is that, if the spin of a proton in ice
is oriented with respect to a magnetic field, it can only relax back into a randomly oriented state
if there are local fluctuating fields to assist it. Such local fields could arise if the molecule it
self is rotated or moved through the lattice; thus, in principle, the spin-lattice relaxation could be
due to electrical point defects or diffusional ones. However, as with diffusion itself, the calcula
tions based on electrical point defects give relaxation times too long to agree with experiment,
while if interstitials are responsible, the agreement, though not perfect, is better.

Ramseier22', on the other hand, favors the vacancy mechanism, because the isotropy of the dif
fusion constant activation energy seems much easier to explain in this case, and because a cal
culation based on Granicher's value of 0.53 eV for the vacancy formation energy gives the plausible
value of 0.09 eV for the migration energy. Granicher's value for the interstitial formation energy
(about 1.2 eV) is itself higher than the observed diffusion activation energy. Finally a calculation
of D , the constant in the Arrhenius relation for the diffusion constant D

D = DQ exp (-E/kT)

gives a value DQ = 10.97 x 10~4 m2 sec-1 compared with the experimental value of 9.13 x 10-4 m2
sec"1.

One way to test this would be to observe which way gross impurities (specks) tend to move in
ice - a kind of ice Kirkendall effect.167 If interstitials were responsible then the speck would move
to the hot end; if vacancies were responsible it would move to the cold end. However, such an ex
periment would take a very long time to give measurable results - possibly years.96 Experiments
on the pressure dependence of diffusion should also give evidence on this.'6 If vacancies are re
sponsible, diffusion should decrease with pressure, while if interstitials are responsible, it should
increase.
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Impurity diffusion in ice

The main impurity whose diffusion in ice single crystals has been studied in any detail is HF.

For this the proton spin-lattice relaxation time has been used to study HF diffusion into ice.164
The first noteworthy result of these experiments is that HF increases the spin-lattice relaxation

rate very considerably in ice. This is presumably a result of defects introduced into the ice by the

HF. Using this as a measure of where the HF has diffused to, results were obtained for the diffu

sion coefficient of HF in ice which were five powers of ten faster than those for the self-diffusion
of ice discussed in the previous section. The activation energy, however, was not very different,
about 0.58 eV. This extraordinary result is very difficult to explain. If the HF were moving inter
stitially through the holes in the ice lattice, it might be possible to explain it, but this is not the
picture that we have for the other effects of HF in ice. Other possible models have been discussed
in reference 14.

The whole phenomenon, however, has recently been questioned by Haltnorth and Klinger,105
who determined the diffusion of HF by direct analysis, and who took great care to avoid complica
tions due to surface diffusion. Their value of the diffusion constant at -10°C was 1.0 x 10"11 m2

sec-1 compared with the Kopp, Barnaal and Lowe value of 8 x 10~u m2 sec"1, still much faster
than that for self diffusion. Their activation energy, however, was 0.17 eV compared with 0.58 eV,
and with a much smaller activation energy the greater rate becomes much more explicable. They
attribute the errors in the earlier experiment to surface diffusion followed by diffusion from the sur

face into the interior. It remains true, of course, that HF diffuses through ice very much more rapid
ly than do water molecules. It seems unlikely that this can be by a vacancy mechanism, but the
exact model is not known. The diffusion perpendicular to the c-axis is some 20% larger than that
parallel to it, and the presence of low-angle grain boundaries increases the diffusion by about 25%.

CHAPTER VII. THERMAL PROPERTIES OF ICE

Specific heat of ice

The specific heat of ice was measured as a function of temperature by Giauque and Stout,87
who made measurements down to liquid hydrogen temperatures, and whose data, along with many
other early determinations, are tabulated and compared by Dorsey.65 The results can be used
to determine the entropy of ice, and yield a value which differs from that calculated from spectro
scopic data by 3.4 J g_1 mol-1 K-1. This discrepancy has been attributed to the hydrogen dis
order in the structure of ice Ih (see Chapter I). This in turn implies that the "true" specific heat
of ice should differ from the measured one in some way, possible by having a latent heat or
lambda point anomaly where the ice undergoes some transformation to its low temperature equi
librium form.

In a close inspection of their data, Pick221 has indicated an anomaly between 85 and 100 K,
and further experiments showed that this anomaly was repeatable, and was more marked. An inde
pendent experiment21 has shown an anomaly in HF-doped ice in the general temperature range from
95 to 140 K. The excess heat and the transition entropy corresponding to these anomalies are given
by the two experiments as

Q = 1.4 cal mol"1 (pure ice)221

4.1 cal mol-1 (doped ice)221

4.3 cal mol-1 (doped ice)21

S = 0.013 cal K_1 mol"1 (pure ice)221

0.036 cal K_1 mol"1 (doped ice)221

0.04 cal K"1 mol"1 (doped ice)21
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This is not large enough to account for a complete ordering of the ice; the value quoted above
in calorie units is 0.82 cal K"1 mol"1 so the largest value for doped ice is about 5% of the zero
point entropy. The result, however, is consistent in both temperature and approximate magnitude
with the dielectric anomaly.56

Much of the older literature on the specific heat of ice is involved in the discussion of how
much of the observed specific heat is due to melting which can arise due to pockets of impurities
in the ice. A summary of this discussion is given by Dorsey.65

Latent heats of ice

The latent heat of fusion of ice Ih has been the subject of much study, most of it a long time
ago. The problem of the melting around localized pockets of impurities which complicated the
specific heat measurements also arises here. Avalue of 333.6 J g_1 at 0°C is given by Dorsey,65
who also tabulates the values at other temperatures and for the fusion of the high-pressure phases
and for the transformations between the high-pressure phases. As has been pointed out by Whalley
and Davidson these data in themselves are a strong indication of ordering in ice II, since the latent
heats from this phase to the other solid phases are much larger than those between the other dis
ordered phases. The differences are particularly obvious if L/T, or the entropy of transition, is
considered.

A problem which has received attention recently is the thermal properties of the amorphous
state in ice and of the transition to ice Ic and ice Ih. There has been some discussion as to
whether amorphous ice has a glass transition, there being some, e.g. Ghormley,*5 86 who maintain
it does not, while others have reported phenomena in support. To some extent it may be a question
of definition. The evidence of detailed calorimetric work that has recently been reported250 251 is
in favor of some kind of transition at about 135 K where the heat capacity of the amorphous ice
suddenly changes by about 35 J mol-1 K"1, which more than doubles its value. The crystallization
of the amorphous phase is accompanied by a large latent heat, about 1.64 kj mol"1 according to
references 250 and 251, and the change from ice Ic to Ih releases a further 160 J mol"1. The results
indicate that at the transition temperature, ice Ih is definitely the thermodynamically stable phase,
but Ghormley86 has pointed out that his thermal data suggest that as the temperature is lowered,
ice Ic is approaching nearer to having the same free energy as ice Ih.

Thermal conductivity of ice

The thermal conductivity of ice has been measured by several workers. The results up to the
time of writing were summarized by Ratcliffe,231 who presented his own data in the form shown in
Figure 28. He quotes as a useful empirical formula:

104 A = 22500 - 62t + 1.15 t2

where Ais thermal conductivity in Jm"1 sec"1 K"1 and t is the temperature in °C. For temperatures
not lower than about 120 K (about -150°C) the simpler relation

A = ™5- - 0.615
T

where T is the absolute temperature, holds.

A more recent measurement of the thermal diffusivity15' has given values which are empirically
fitted by the formula

a = (8.43 + 0.101 t) x 10~7 m2 sec"1
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Figure 28. Variation in thermal conductivity with temperature. (After ref. 231.)

to within 4%. These values are not fully consistent with those of Ratcliffe. Transferred to values

of thermal conductivity they give values some 25% lower (1.59 ± 0.06 J m"1 sec"1 K"1 at 0°C com
pared with Ratcliffe's 2.25, rising to 2.08 ± 0.08 J m"1 sec-1 K"1 at -40°C compared with Ratcliffe's
2.7). It is claimed that this may be due to Ratcliffe's ice being more bubbly. It may also be due
to the fact that Ratcliffe's ice was polycrystalline of unspecified texture, while the results of
James13' are for the thermal diffusivity of single crystals parallel to the c-axis.

The thermal conductivity at much lower temperatures has been studied by Timmerhaus and co
workers.50 63

Thermal expansion of ice

Some evidence on the magnitude of thermal expansion in ice comes from the data on the change
of lattice constants with temperature discussed in Chapter I. The data of Table I indicate that
there is no measurable change of the c/a ratio, and that therefore the thermal expansion parallel
and perpendicular to the c-axis should be the same, also that the thermal expansion coefficient
decreases markedly as the temperature is lowered.

Direct measurement of the thermal expansion does however not necessarily give the same re

sult as measurements of lattice constants because of the presence of defects in the lattice which

may affect the volume - in particular vacancies. It has also been observed 49b that the density of
ice varies with time. Using five-figure accuracy it can be seen that newly frozen ice is denser than

aged ice, and this phenomenon can clearly confuse expansion measurements unless care is taken.

Measurements of the linear thermal expansion coefficients of H20 and D20 ice single crystals
have been made from 18 K to the melting point.45a These also show no difference as between the
coefficients parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis, but for both H20 and D20 the measured co- -
efficients go negative below 63 K, having a minimum at 36 K.
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Effect of pressure on melting of ice and regelation

It has been well known for a long time that the freezing point of water decreases as the pres

sure increases (Fig. 7). The effect is a natural thermodynamic consequence of the fact that ice is
less dense than water - in the ice Ih phase. The rise of melting point with pressure for the other

ice phases shows at once that they are denser than water at the relevant pressure.

The variation of melting temperature with pressure calculated thermodynamically65 is dT/dp =
-0.00742 K/bar, although the measured value is -0.00748 K/bar, the discrepancy being due to the

solubility of air in water and the fact that the experiments were done with air-saturated water.

This effect is the usual explanation given for the phenomenon often know as regelation, by
which solid particles or wires can be forced through ice. It is worth noting that the word regelation

was originally used by Faraday for a quite different phenomenon - the ability of two pieces of ice

to adhere together when brought into contact with negligible force. However, the other usage is now

so universal that it would be impossible to try to restrict the term to its original meaning.

The commonly stated explanation for regelation is that the pressure on the forward side of the

particle changes the melting temperature, and water which melts there flows round the particle to

refreeze at the back. The necessary latent heat is carried from back to front by conductivity in
both particle and ice along the temperature gradient caused by the different melting points at the

two places.

This explanation has recently been called into question by a series of experiments and papers
of interpretation210 82 2S* 20' 10J which show that a detailed quantitative study of the process is not
in full agreement with experiments. The reason for this discrepancy is not certain, and those in

terested are referred to the papers cited for a full discussion.

Apart from the effect of a hydrostatic pressure on melting point, a state of stress can be expec
ted to affect the melting point of ice. There have been numerous attempts to explain this phenom
enon; a paper by Kamb147 summarizes the position to the date of writing. The difficulty in being
precise about the phenomenon really arises because there is a certain inconsistency in trying to

apply classical thermodynamics to the melting of a non-hydrostatically stressed solid at all. Any
such solid is not in thermodynamic equilibrium with respect to a solid at the same pressure but with

no other stress on it, in the sense that free energy is gained if ice leaves the stressed solid and

deposits itself on the unstressed one. Since in a thermodynamic system we can always postulate
the nucleation of unstressed solid in a liquid, we have a problem of just how to set up the theory.
It seems certain that the correct formula to use depends in detail on just what process is envisaged
for the melting. For example, in a solid under a uniform uniaxial pressure, it matters whether we
consider melting at the side or under the plates. Even given one or the other of these two possibil
ities, there has been debate as to the correct formula to use. A discussion of the various possi
bilities is given by Lliboutry.1*4 It is a matter of some importance in glacier theory, since temperate
glaciers are believed to slip on their beds by a process involving both plastic deformation and re

gelation. The regelation takes place in a situation where the stress is not completely hydrostatic.

CHAPTER VIII. PROPAGATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN ICE

AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF ICE

The propagation of electromagnetic waves in ice, and in particular the propagation of light
waves, is governed by the dielectric properties of ice. However, the frequency of light waves, and
also of radar frequency electromagnetic waves, is such that the dielectric dispersion considered in
Chapter V is not of great relevance. For the purposes of this chapter it will be useful to consider
the properties of ice for the propagation of electromagnetic waves in three main wavelength regions.
This is because in the infrared there is a region where ice absorbs strongly, but both below this
region and above it ice is much more transparent.
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Radiofrequency propagation

The literature on the dielectric permittivity of ice in the radiofrequency range, and also on its
absorption coefficient, has been reviewed by Evans.74 In this region there are no absorption bands,
so the properties are determined by the tail effects of the low-frequency dielectric dispersion and
of the infrared absorption discussed in detail below. Over much of the range, from about 1 to 10s
MHz, the dielectric constant can be taken as constant at a given temperature, and a value of 3.17

for the relative permittivity at temperatures not too far from the melting point seems to be reasonably
established.

If we are primarily interested in the propagation of waves through the ice, then it is the value
of / tan 8 which is of importance, where / is the frequency and 8 the loss angle. Evans74 has col
lected the data on this into a graph (Fig. 29), for which it can be seen that the general picture is
of a roughly constant value for a given temperature at frequencies up to about 100 MHz and of a
general rise at higher frequencies. The constant value is what would be expected of the tail of a
Debye dispersion, so we can interpret this result as showing that the behavior is dominated by the
tail of the low frequency relaxation in this range. The strong temperature dependence here indi
cates a temperature dependence of this relaxation. By contrast the infrared process which takes
over between 100 and 1000 MHz is not very temperature-dependent.
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In fact, in the middle of this region, ice is remarkably transparent, and this has been utilized
in the methods for sounding glaciers using radio-echo techniques. The success of this method
through great thicknesses of ice in Antarctica is evidence for the correctness of the physical pic
ture of very low absorption of radio waves of these frequencies in ice. Once the ice is wet, the
situation is changed, and radar observations of clouds depend on this for identifying processes
occurring in storm clouds.

Infrared absorption in ice

In the infrared region ice absorbs electromagnetic radiation strongly. In this region the dielec
tric permittivity falls from 3.17 to its optical value of 1.72, which corresponds to a drop in refractive
index from 1.78 to 1.31 (since according to electromagnetic theory the dielectric permittivity is the
square of the refractive index). The reason for this difference, and the way in which this results
in the observed infrared behavior of ice, has been studied in detail by Whalley and co-workers and
the results are summarized in reference 267, which is a general review covering in particular the
work reported in references 18 and 272.

The general physical reason for the change in dielectric permittivity is well understood. Just
as the low-frequency dispersion discussed in Chapter V arises because whole water molecules can
not turn around fast enough to keep in phase with the alternating field, this infrared dispersion is

connected with the ability of water molecules to change their shape and charge distribution in phase

with the alternating field. In the order in which they disappear as the frequency rises, the processes

involved are the translation of whole H20 molecules, the rotation of whole H20 molecules, the bend

ing of H-O-H bonds (changes in the angle subtended at the oxygen by the protons), and stretching

of O-H bonds. In quantitative terms the first of these processes changes the refractive index by
0.347 in the wave number range from 17 to 320 cm-1, the second changes it by 0.0728 in the range
from 320 to 1000 cm"1, the third changes it by 0.0198 in the range from 1000 to 2900 cm-1 and the
fourth changes it by 0.0309 in the range from 2900 to 3600 cm-1. Thus the largest effect on the
refractive index comes from the translational modes.

The absorptivity as a function of wave number is shown in Figure 30. The interpretation of
this spectrum is quite different from that for a normal, ordered solid. Because of the hydrogen dis
order the usual theory for the interaction of light with crystals, in which there is a strict selection

rule that the wave vector of the proton absorbed is equal to that of the phonon produced, no longer

holds, for it is no longer possible to expand the lattice vibrations in plane waves. Thus the whole
idea of a phonon with a definite wave vector is ruled out. Therefore, instead of an extremely limit

ed number of normal lattice vibrations being able to interact with light, all possible lattice vibra

tions can and do interact with light, all possible lattice vibrations can and do interact. This means
that the absorption bands are much broader. The theory of such absorption2*' has been applied to
ice wa 272 and can explain the general features very well. In particular, the translational band is
understandable in some detail,2oa 26* probably because the modes we are considering here are the
translational movements of whole H20 molecules. The hydrogen disorder probably plays little part
in determining the frequency of these vibrations, so that purely from the mechanical vibration point
of view we can use the usual physical theory of plane waves and phonons. However when we con
sider the interaction of these waves with light, the disorder of the protons is of great importance
and the dipole moments of water molecules in similar positions on the wave can be quite different.
Therefore the dipole moments cannot be expanded in plane waves, and infrared radiation can be ab
sorbed for all vibrations. Thus a measurement of the absorptivity gives us information about the

density of states.
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Figure 30. Absorptivity of ice Ih in the range 7000 to 30 cm-1. (After ref. 267.)

Study of the infrared properties of the high pressure phases of ice14 17 confirms this general :
picture. Those phases which have disordered protons such as ice V and VI show the same, broad
bands; those whose protons are ordered, ice II and IX, have much narrower bands.

The Raman spectra of ice show the same general features, all the modes of vibration of proton-
disordered phases being capable of contributing to the Raman spectrum.

The strong absorption of ice over broad bands in the infrared is thus a further feature that is

linked to proton disorder in ice. It is of course a feature of considerable practical and geophysical
importance, since it is responsible for the near black-body behavior of ice (particularly in dispersed
form such as snow) in the infrared region of the spectrum. This feature means that ice radiates
very effectively in the Infrared, even though it absorbs.relatively ineffectively in the visible region
of the spectrum. This, for example, allows glaciers or ice covers on water bodies to remain cold

during clear weather in winter.

The practical problem of the absorption coefficient and reflectivity of ice, and the resultant
properties for small ice spheres, has been considered by Irvine and Pollack12' who have tabulated
their results in a form useful for the study of radiative transfer in planetary clouds. Some data not

considered by these authors are given in references 2 and 281.

Optical properties of ice

In the visible region of the spectrum, ice is again obviously transparent. Ice single crystals
are also birefringent, being uniaxial with the optic axis parallel to the c-axis of the ice Ih structure.
Tables for the two refractive indices at different wavelengths are given by Dorsey.65 For sodium
D light the two refractive indices at -3°C for the ordinary and extraordinary rays are 1.3090 and
1.3104, respectively. Thus ice is one of the weakest birefringent minerals known, and has positive
birefringence. Because of this birefringence, ice crystals can have their orientation determined
using polarized light, and because they are so weakly birefringent this can be done even for rela
tively thick crystals of the order of millimeters in thickness.
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The variation of the birefringence with temperature has been studied in detail by Khane.145 He
found that, contrary to behavior in most other substances, the birefringence of ice falls as the
temperature falls in the region from -60° to-170°C, the drop being particularly rapid near -170°C,
i.e. near 100 K (Fig. 31). In this figure what is plotted is the wavelength, which gives a particular
order of interference for an ice layer of given thickness. After correction for thermal expansion of
ice, this is what is given directly by experimental measurements. The dashed line shows the be
havior of quartz.

Kahane145 interprets his results as being due to a certain amount of hydrogen ordering above
100 K. This interpretation seems at variance with what we know of most other physical properties
of ice, but the experiments are certainly evidence for some strange variations in ice in this tempera
ture region.

The reflectivity of ice in the visible region of the spectrum is calculable from the refractive
index, since the absorption is not sufficient to affect the value seriously. The reflectance of frost
deposits has been measured experimentally from wavelengths of 0.36 to 1.15 /iin, and the results to
calculate the energy reflected for blackbody radiation at 6000 K.274

Apart from the optical properties of perfect ice crystals, ice with defects exhibits other phe
nomena. Thermoluminescence has been observed in ice, the effect being more marked and having
a different spectral distribution after plastic deformation.8 235 274 Irradiation of ice with y-rays also
produces thermoluminescence.246 Irradiated ice also exhibits color centers whose absorption spectra
have been studied,15' 244 and deposition of alkali metal atoms on ice at 77 K produces an intensely
colored deposit which is due to the interaction of electrons from the metal with hydrogens in the
ice.11 The form of the trap which causes the color center has been discussed by Weiss.2*6 He
suggests that the complex defect formed by Bjerrum D-defects and a vacancy would be a powerful
trap for electrons in ice.
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Ultraviolet absorption in ice

When we move to electromagnetic radiation of shorter wavelengths than visible light, ice again
exhibits absorption. This can be attributed to relative movements of the positively charged parts
of the molecule, i.e. the oxygen nucleus and the protons, relative to the electrons. This absorption
should therefore be essentially a property of the water molecule itself, and thus be similar to the

absorption in water or water-vapor, though in the condensed phases the absorption spectrum*will be
somewhat smeared out due to the interactions of neighboring molecules. In solids this can be

thought of as an effect of phonons. This picture is essentially true for water, amorphous ice and
ice Ih, but ice Ic shows a well-defined absorption band at about 8.7 eV which has not been ex
plained.212

MOssbauer effect in doped ice

A number of studies have been reported of the Mossbauer effect (recoilless emission of y-rays)
when suitable ions are present in ice.6164 207 20* 2" The results have been interpreted in terms of
the structure of ice around the ion in question, and in particular the transformation from ice Ic to

Ih has been studied by this technique. However, doubt has been thrown on this work by a direct
study of the structure of ice,22' which showed that the ice suspected of being Ic was in fact hexa
gonal in structure. It has also been suggested*4 that the disappearance of MOssbauer reflections
in certain ice samples corresponds to a "pseudo-melting" in ice at -65°C. However, the nature of
the physical change responsible for these effects has not been completely elucidated. At present
all that can be said is that some very curious results have been observed, that results with dif

ferent implanted ions differ, that if two such ions are present simultaneously the results are again
different, and that the explanation of the effects is uncertain.

Thermoluminescence of ice

As well as transmitting and absorbing electromagnetic radiation, ice under certain circumstances
acts as a source of radiation. It exhibits the phenomenon known as thermoluminescence, that is to

say when an initially cooled specimen is heated it may glow. The physics of this process is al

most certainly associated with the release of the energy of some kind of defect trapped in the ice,
and these defects may be formed by irradiating the ice at the low temperature. Thus in a typical
thermoluminescence experiment a sample of ice is cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature, and is then
irradiated with a powerful lamp, such as a mercury arc lamp with a quartz envelope. The specimen
is then heated and the radiation it emits is detected. After observation in ice irradiated with

X-rays,274 it has been shown8 10° 23S that the effect in ice which has undergone elastic deformation
is more marked and has a different spectral distribution. The effect has also been observed in
ice which has been irradiated with y-rays.246

CHAPTER IX. NUCLEATION AND GROWTH OF ICE CRYSTALS

Ice can be formed from either the liquid or the vapor. As with most other crystalline solids,

this phase change does not occur whenever it is thermodynamically favorable, but requires nuclea
tion. That is, ice will only form if some nucleus is present on which it can grow. This can be ice
itself, and if an ice seed is present, ice will normally develop and grow if this is thermodynamically
favorable. It may also be a nucleus consisting of some other chemical material. The case of other
chemicals nucleating the growth is known as heterogeneous nucleation. If no such nuclei are present,
and if no pre-existing ice is present, then no ice will form until very great supereoolings or super-
saturations are present. This is homogeneous nucleation.
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There has been a great deal of detailed work done on the heterogeneous nucleation of ice be
cause of its importance in cloud physics. Here the usual process is one in which liquid cloud
droplets are formed and subsequently freeze, so that much study has been devoted to the freezing
of small droplets. The results of this study have practical importance in cloud seeding as a method
of inducing precipitation.

Nucleation of ice crystals

A large number of substances nucleate the freezing of supercooled water droplets. A measure
of the efficiency of this process is the maximum temperature at which the material in question
will nucleate the droplet. In many cases the mechanism seems to depend on the existence of
epitaxy of ice on the nucleating material. Epitaxy is the growth of a crystal of one substance on
a crystal of another substance so that there is a definite crystallographic relation between the
orientation of the two crystals. Thus ice nucleators have been sought among materials which have
dipole moments within their structures and which might present a surface which can form a layer of
the ice structure.

Among the best known ice nucleating substances is silver iodide (Agl). The effectiveness of
this can be seen by breathing into a refrigerator ih which iodide is stored uncovered. This creates
a fog of water droplets. If an electric spark is then made on a piece of silver such as a silver coin
the fog immediately becomes a mass of glistening ice crystals. Agl has aQstructure that is very o
similar to that of ice, being hexagonal with c = 7.49A (compared with 7.37A for ice) and a = 4.58A
(compared with 4.52A for ice). Lead iodide (Pbl2), another common ice nucleator, has a = 4.54A,
c = 6.86A. The temperatures at which these substances nucleate ice are -4° and -6°C respectively.

Many other substances act as ice nuclei, including some organic substances which have no
such obvious similarity in structure to ice. Examples of these are amino acids,72a steroid hormones12
and macro-molecules.217 Many naturally occurring particles have also been investigated. The pos
sibility that some substances may preferentially nucleate one of the other ice phases has also been
studied,73 and it is possible to provide nuclei for the high-pressure freezing of water to produce any
of the high-pressure ices except ice II or ice VII.

Even for a single nucleating substance, many things can affect nucleating ability. For Agl
it depends, among other things, on the size of the particle, its exact stoichiometry69 (particles grown
from solutions with an excess of either Ag+ or I" are less active, presumably due to the different
entropy in the resulting ice), and isotopic constitution,201 and whether it has previously nucleated
ice.10

A lot of information about the present state of this subject can be obtained from the proceed
ings of the Project Skywater conference,223 which includes a review (100 pages) by N. Fukuta, to
which the reader is referred for further details.

Homogeneous nucleation of ice

If no foreign substances are present to act as nuclei, water can be supercooled to low tempera
tures without freezing taking place. The temperature is found experimentally to be about -40°C,
rising slightly with sample size. Theoretical studies of the problem have provided a model in
reasonable agreement with observations, although the lack of good experimental data for the solid/
liquid interfacial free energy means that the theory is not very critically tested. Details can be
found in reference 78.

Ice can be nucleated by electric fields or sound waves;"a' b it is a common experience to
initiate nucleation in clean supercooled water in a glass vessel by tapping the side of the ves
sel. The mechanism of these phenomena is not known.
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Crystal growth in the liquid

Once an ice nucleus is present, ice can grow from the surrounding water provided the tempera
ture remains favorable. How it does this will depend on whether the water is supercooled, and
also on how much impurity it contains. At large supercoolings, ice grows dendritically, that is
the ice/water interface is not smooth, but jagged. The reason for this is that a bump on a smooth
interface would tend to penetrate further into the supercooled water, and the heat flow conditions
would favor further growth at that point. Thus any irregularity tends to get more irregular. The
directions in which ice can grow most rapidly are parallel to the crystallographic a-axes. Thus an
initially spherical piece of ice suspended in supercooled water would grow six arms out in the six
a-directions. Each of these would soon develop side arms parallel to the other a-directions and
the structure would rapidly develop into a layer of dendrites all perpendicular to the c-axis. In
nature we do not normally have ice spheres suspended in supercooled water. Usually when water
freezes a little circular disk forms first,5 floats on the surface of the ice and grows in the manner
indicated. Since the planar structure will naturally float with its plane parallel to the surface, the
ice which forms when water freezes often has its surface crystals oriented with their c-axes ver
tical, i.e. perpendicular to the free surface. Since the a-directions are the directions of rapid
growth,'0 these initial crystals spread over the surface until they interact and form a layer over the
whole surface of the water. The subsequent growth of this layer downwards into the water is not
usually dendritic.

Although it is roughly correct to say that ice grows most rapidly in the a-direction, at large
supercoolings it is not completely accurate. Several experimenters117 "• 1" 224 have found that the
dendrites split, making an angle with the basal plane which increases from a few degrees up to over
20° for very large supercoolings. The explanation of this phenomenon depends on the detailed
theory of dendritic growth.1*1 1,°

The growth velocity of the dendrites is a function of the amount of supercooling. There have
been a number of studies of this, and the results are not in complete agreement. Most authors find
that the growth velocity V is proportional to some power of the supercooling AT, i.e.:

V = k/STm

where the value of m varies between experiments from 1.2 to 2.2.11S 22S

Under conditions in which dendritic growth does not occur, i.e. when the water temperature is
very close to the ice temperature, ice grows into water with a smooth interface. The way in which
such a smooth interface breaks down has been studied by Hardy and Coriell,107 who placed a cylin
drical ice crystal in water and observed whether it maintained its cylindrical shape as it grew.
They used their results to deduce the surface free energy of ice in water10* and to explain the actual
shapes observed.10'

As ice grows down into water under natural conditions, the strong preferred orientation with
c-axes vertical, caused as described above, gives way to one in which the c-axes are horizontal.

One reason for this is the wedging out of some crystals at the expense of others, a phenomenon
which has been observed experimentally, and for which rules have been given to predict which
grains will wedge out others.156 2i0

Although the ice/water interface for pure water is planar under these conditions, if there are
even minute quantities of any impurities in the ice, a cellular structure develops.110 This arises
by the process known as constitutional supercooling. Since ice rejects practically all substances
from solid solution {the only exceptions of any importance are NH3 and HF, and even for them the
amount dissolving in the ice is much less than that in the water), the water ahead of the interface
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builds up an increased concentration of dissolved impurity, which depresses the freezing point.
This process can lead to a situation of instability rather similar to that considered above as the
cause of dendrite formation, namely that the freezing point at some distance into the water is higher
than that at the interface, so that a bump on the surface projects into water in which freezing is
more favorable. The result is that the ice/water interface breaks up into needle-shaped cells in a
hexagonal array, with pockets of more concentrated impurities being trapped between the cells.
This can only be avoided if the interface is vigorously stirred or if the growth velocity is so slow
that natural diffusion removes the concentration gradient.

Under conditions in which neither dendritic nor cellular growth occurs, the ice/water interface
for growth parallel to the c-axis does appear to be planar. The mechanism by which such growth
takes place has been discussed by several authors. The power law dependence of growth rate on
supercooling might indicate a dislocation mechanism, though the uncertainty about the power makes
this evidence weak. The only direct evidence comes from the observation117 that spirals can be
seen on the growth interface. Such spirals are typical of the growth of crystals by screw disloca
tions. There are two features of the experiment that do not fit neatly: the height of the steps is
large (0.1-4 fxm), and a spiral is not restricted to a single crystal, but crosses grain boundaries.

The dislocation structure in grown ice crystals has been studied using the technique of dis
location topography.113 For crystals grown parallel to the c-axis, practically no dislocations with
Burgers vector paralleUo the c-axis were found, while there are numbers of dislocations with
Burgers vector a/3 <1120>. For crystals slowly grown perpendicular to the c-axis there are dislo
cations parallel to the direction ofgrowth. This again suggests that a screw dislocation mechanism
may play more of a part for growth perpendicular to the c-axis than for growth parallel to the c-axis.

The growth of ice crystals from the liquid is the method by which good ice samples are often
prepared. They can be obtained in any desired orientation relative to the long axis by orienting a
tube in water at the desired angle and letting ice grow in.90 Good, large single crystals can be
grown by standard techniques.112 134 143

Crystal growth from the vapor

The phenomenon of ice crystal growth from the vapor has many similarities with that from the
liquid, with the diffusion of water molecules to the growing crystal playing the role that diffusion
of heat from the crystal plays in the/liquid case. Thus in this case also, dendritic growth occurs
in cases of high supersaturation, and again the dendrites are frequently in the directions of the
crystallographic a-axes giving the familiar stellar dendritic snow crystal. However, not all snow
crystals are stellar dendrites, and there are clearly other things affecting the situation in this case.
The most important difference between the liquid and solid cases is that molecules of water diffuse
about on a smooth ice surface and become attached only if they meet a step. Otherwise they may
re-evaporate without adding to the growth. There is also no equivalent to the rejection of impurity
molecules and so no equivalent of constitutional supercooling.

The important facts about the habit of dendritic growth of ice from the vapor were established
by Nakaya, and are well presented in his book. The main results are summarized in Figure 32,
which shows the conditions of supersaturation and temperature under which different shapes of snow
crystal are formed. It will be seen that the stellar dendrites occur in a very limited temperature
range. Outside that range plates perpendicular to the c-axis form, while outside that again, at both
higher and lower temperatures, columns occur on the high temperature side with needles as well.
These forms are elongated in the direction of the c-axis, and so appear to grow more rapidly in a
different direction from the stellar dendrites and plates. At still higher temperatures, plates per
pendicular to the c-axis again appear.
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Figure 32. The various shapes of ice crystals which form under different conditions
of temperature and supersaturation. The solid line Wmarks the limit of supersatura

tion with respect to liquid water (supercooled). (After ref. 203b.)

The explanation for this extraordinary variation seems to lie in the details of the behavior of
water molecules on an ice surface. Measurements of the velocity of propagation of growth steps on
the surface of ice104 and of the mean migration distance of a water molecule before it attaches it
self to a step198 both show a very oscillatory variation with temperature in the range in question
possibly due to the appearance of liquid-like layer on the surface. Such measurements have only
been made on the basal plane, but it has been suggested that if the variation on prism planes (i.e.
those perpendicular to the basal planes) were similar, but displaced somewhat, then the results
could be to favor growth of basal planes and prism planes in different temperature ranges. There
are two main theories of this type. One, due to Hobbs and Scott,11' assumes that it is the step velo
city that is important, and that if the velocity for steps on the basal plane is greater than that for
those on prism planes, growth parallel to the c-axis will occur. The other, earlier theory, due to
Mason et al.,1'* considers primarily the possibility that molecules which land on a prism face might
transfer to a basal plane or vice versa. In this case if the migration distance is larger on the basal
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Figure 33. Theoretical explanations for the variations in growth habit of ice as a
function of temperature, (a) shows variation of velocity of propagation of a layer,
deduced to be 250A thick, across the surface of a basal plane of ice,10' and the
hypothetical variation on a prism face postulated for the purposes of the theory.119
(b) shows the variation with temperature of the mean migration distance of a water
molecule on the basal plane as measured19* together with the hypothetical variation

on a prism face assumed for the purposes of theory.19* (After ref. 161.)
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than on the prism face, there will be net transfer of material to the prism face, and the crystal will
grow as a plate, i.e. perpendicular to the c-axis. These two theories make exactly opposite pre
dictions about which growth will occur for given conditions. The relevant curves are shown in
Figure 33, where the left-hand diagram shows the velocity variations found by Hallett, and the hy
pothesis that Hobbs and Scott make to obtain the right regions for the different habits. The right-
hand diagram shows the migration distances found by Mason et al., and the assumption they make
to explain the habits. Because of the apparent discrepancy between the velocity data and the mi
gration distance data, the velocities have been redetermined by Kobayashi,1*1 who finds data in
agreement with data of Mason et al., thus favoring their explanation rather than that of Hobbs and
Scott. The whole theory still rests, however, on the assumptions made about step movement on
prism faces.

When growth from the vapor is extremely slow, or when it stops altogether, the shape of the
crystal should be determined by energy considerations. There seems little doubt that the face of
lowest energy of ice is the basal plane, and this is the plane which can be seen developing as
facets in ice crystals.

At low temperatures, below about -100°C, the form of ice which grows from the vapor is cubic
rather than hexagonal (see Chapter I), and at still lower temperatures (below about -160°C) amor
phous or vitreous ice is formed. The growth of hexagonal ice from these phases is discussed below.

Phase changes between solid phases of ice

When one crystal form of ice grows from another a similar problem of nucleation and growth
arises. Some changes occur fairly readily (such as that from ice II to ice III), whereas others occur
only with difficulty (such as that from ice III to ice II). Astrange phenomenon reported by Bridgman2
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is the "memory" of an earlier phase; a transition appears to be easier if it is a return to a phase
the sample has previously exhibited. This is somewhat reminiscent of the phenomenon exhibited
by some ice nuclei, and may have a similar cause: the retention of small amounts of the old phase
which can subsequently act as nuclei on a return. At low temperatures many of the high-pressure
phases can be retained even down to atmospheric pressure. Then, on heating, they transform first
to cubic ice (Ic) before changing to ice Ih structure. This is in fact the best way to obtain bulk
samples of ice Ic. Vitreous ice also changes to cubic on being Warmed to about -120°C. The posi
tion is summarized in Table V.. In this Table the "order-disorder" transformations between ice VII

and VIII and ice III and ice IX are ignored.

CHAPTER X. MELTING AND EVAPORATION OF ICE

Melting of ice

Unlike the phase change in freezing, whenever a sample of ice reaches a state in which the

liquid is the stable form, it melts. This is true as far as can be told for bulk samples of ice; there
does not appear to be a nucleation problem for ice at its surface. However, it is possible to raise
the temperature of ice internally, for example, by focusing light into the center of an ice crystal.
When this is done, small volumes of water appear, known as Tyndall figures. The fact that they
appear suddenly and do not grow from infinitesimal size suggests that they may be formed in super
heated ice. This has been confirmed by studying the formation of these figures in isothermal ice
which has been obtained in superheated form by changing the pressure.146 Since the melting point
of ice is lowered by pressure, if a hydrostatic pressure is suddenly applied to an ice sample, the
whole sample is suddenly placed in a superheated state. By seeing how much pressure is needed
to form Tyndall figures, it is possible to obtain an accurate measure of the required superheating.

The shape of the Tyndall figures formed is somewhat similar to the shape of ice crystals formed
in growth processes. They are normally in the basal plane,203 but have been reported perpendicular
to it,114 and a search has been made for the nature of the nuclei responsible.1'3 It seems likely that
submicroscopic gas inclusions are responsible in at least some casesi

Just as the surface of an ice sample can readily act as a place for melting to occur, grain
boundaries are natural sources of melting. If radiation is passed through an ice sample, the grain
boundary melting can become very marked. The question of where water is in equilibrium inside
melting ice has been discussed by several authors, but early work was hindered by the absence of
knowledge about the relative sizes of the grain-boundary and surface free energies. Recent mea

surements of these quantities117 give the values 0.109 J m~2 for the solid-vapor energy, 0.033 J m~2
for the solid-liquid free energy and 0.065 for the grain boundary energy. With these figures211 it is
energetically favorable for water to spread along the lines at which three grains meet, but not to
spread out in sheets over the whole of the grain boundaries. Thus a piece of "temperate" ice, i.e.
ice at the melting point with a small content of liquid water, will have that water in interconnecting
channels.

The way pressure affects the melting point of ice has been discussed in Chapter II, where the
phase diagram can be found (Fig. 7). . Since vaporization of both water and ice requires nucleation,
it is in fact possible to study the melting phenomenon at negative pressures, i.e. when both the
water and the ice, in quasi-equilibrium with each other, are superheated relative to the formation
of the vapor phase. In this way the ice-water equilibrium has been followed up to a temperature of
+6.5°C at a negative pressure of about 1 kbar234 in some natural mineral specimens.
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Evaporation of ice

As has been mentioned in the last section, ice can exist at negative pressures without vapor
bubbles forming. However a sample of ice in a vacuum, or a subsaturated atmosphere, will of course
evaporate from its surface. The rate at which specimens of ice of different shapes evaporate has
been measured257 for spheres and for shapes corresponding to different snow crystal forms. The
way bulk ice, would evaporate has been studied160 by inserting a hypodermic needle into an ice
crystal and connecting it to a vacuum line. Negative crystals form within the ice, showing shapes
similar to those formed by snow crystals.

When an ice surface evaporates under relatively quiet conditions, i.e. with a slight or moderate
subsaturation of the atmosphere, only smooth surfaces form.53 Under conditions in which nitrogen
or air currents are blown over the surface, faceting and etch pits develop.53 Slight traces of sili
cone oil considerably increase the etching effects, a result which occurs when solid silicone is
used as a high-vacuum grease, so that care must be taken in interpreting results on the effect of
pressure on etching.53

The actual molecular mechanism of evaporation has been studied in the Soviet Union.101 178 106206
The results of these studies show that evaporation does not occur as a steady process, but that
the evaporating surface becomes most irregular, with some points actually accreting ice while others
lose molecules. Also, some of the irregularities become detached from the main ice surface and
are swept away as particles containing large numbers of molecules.

During evaporation, the ice surface becomes electrically charged. Analysis of these results177
shows that this effect also is inconsistent with the assumption that individually charged molecules
are evaporated.

CHAPTER XL SURFACE PROPERTIES OF ICE

The surface of a solid material can show properties differing from those of the bulk, and ice
is no exception. Anumber of phenomena exist which indicate that the surface of an ice sample be
haves in a rather strange manner. Many of these phenomena are not understood theoretically; in
this chapter we shall therefore consider some of the possible causes for surface changes in ice,
and will then survey briefly the kind of phenomena that are observed.

One, of the most important differences between the surface and the bulk crystal is that the.
condition of charge neutrality need not strictly apply. Just as in the case of dislocations in ice,
a net charge can exist near a defect but will be screened by charge point defects (presumably
normally Bjerrum L- or D-defects), so the surface can also be a kind of defect with a net charge.
It is to be expected that it would be energetically favorable for water molecules on the surface to
become preferentially oriented either with the bonds sticking out of the surface with protons on
them, or without protons on them, (It is unlikely that the two situations would have exactly the
same energy.) Since a calculation for water79 indicates that it is favorable for bonds with protons
on them to be sticking out, it seems likely that this is the case for ice as well.

Even though energy would be lowered if water molecules turned around in ice so that every
surface molecule was the same way around, the price to be paid in entropy has to be considered.
This will certainly restrict the number so orienting themselves, particularly as the resultant order
ing is not confined to the surface layer but stretches down into the crystal. Fletcher79 considers
this effect to be so large that there will effectively be no ordering on the surface of ice., He bases
this result on the relatively low density of L-defects, which would give a relaxation length of about
1 mm in ice even close to the melting point. However, Fletcher does not seem to have allowed for
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the fact that ice can lose an ordered structure even without defects being present, since the Bernal-

Fowler rules do not completely determine the orientation of lower layers of water molecules even
if the top layer is completely ordered. Thus the entropy effect may be less serious than Fletcher
reckons.

The defects are important in a second way, becausethey provide the charge screening. An
ice crystal with a charged surface layer, such as that due to more than half the water molecules
at the surface being oriented with their protons outwards, must possess a space charge of nega
tively charged point defects distributed over a region inside, like the Debye-Hiickel layer in ionic
dielectric theory. This layer will be correspondingly thick if the concentration of point defects is
low. Thus an energy term, rather than an entropy term, opposes the development of the orientation.
In ice the situation is more complicated than in liquid electrolytes which are considered in the
classical theory. This is because of the presence of two different types of point defects (Bjerrum
defects), and because these defects are not completely free to move in the ice crystal, since their
movement produces a reorientation of water molecules and a second defect of the same type can
not then traverse the same path.214 A full calculation of the resulting effect has not been made, but
it seems unlikely that there would be a very large surface charge on ice from this cause. Evidence
from adsorption studies1 suggests that at low temperatures (77 K) the surface of ice is not highly
polar.

There is, however, another effect which has been suggested to account for some of the surface
properties of ice; the surface layers may possess a liquid-like structure.203a This suggestion goes
back to Faraday in the last century, but it has recently received a detailed study, and Fletcher7'
has concluded that it is likely that, at any rate within a few degrees of the melting point, ice has
a liquid-like layer on the surface. The thermodynamic reason for this is that ice cannot take ad
vantage of the energy lowering that would result from orienting its surface molecules because of
the entropy and electrical energy disadvantages. A surface layer of water, however, could obtain
the energy advantage, and because of the greater possibility of compensating the charge in water,
the disadvantages would not apply. Of course there would be the free energy difference between
water molecules in ice and in water to take into account. Even with this it would, according to

Fletcher, be thermodynamically reasonable for a thin water layer to exist on the surface of ice.
Because of uncertainties in some of the parameters required in the theory, the exact temperature
at which such a layer would appear cannot be calculated with confidence, but he obtains a range
of from -10°C to -2°C. Of course such a layer may not be exactly like liquid water, and the transir

tion between it and the solid ice may not be sharp (as assumed in the theory) but could be more
diffuse. In such a model ice has at its surface a thin layer of liquid water, the outer surface of
which has its water molecules highly oriented so as to point bonds with protons outwards from
the surface. This water layer has a high density of ions, the negative ions being, for electrostatic
reasons, largely concentrated in the surface monolayer. Clearly the presence of such a liquid-like
layer will profoundly affect the surface behavior of ice. Evidence for its existence comes indirectly
from a large number of experiments; these have been surveyed by Jellinek.140 Its appearance may
be responsible for the violent changes in the behavior of water molecules on the surface of ice
discussed in the last chapter;20oa

A further complication in discussing surface phenomena is the possibility of contamination.
If there is a net surface charge on ice, then ions from the atmosphere will normally attach them
selves to the surface to neutralize it. Even without this effect, the adsorption of various materials
on the surface can complicate the situation, particularly if it is not known exactly what chemical
species are involved. This is one of the main reasons why surface phenomena are so difficult -to
identify and interpret. The possibility that the effects may be due to an unidentified contaminant
must always be borne in mind when considering new phenomena.
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Form of ice surface

The question of whether the most stable form of an ice crystal surface is one which is perfectly
smooth has been considered by Yosida.276T He calculated the free energy for various low-index sur
faces, and found that the (USD) surface is stable when rough, that is at all temperatures the state
of lowest free energy has islands of water molecules on it, but that for the (1Q10) and (0001) sur
faces- the thermodynamic equilibrium state is smooth below a certain temperature which depends on
the surface energy. Rough estimates of this temperature indicate that for pure ice it is far above
the melting point, so that the faces should always be smooth.. Surface adsorption can reduce the
surface energy and hence reduce the transition temperature to below the melting point. This can
account for the fact that facets do not develop on old snow. This calculation is quite independent
of the one mentioned above concerning the possibility of a liquid-like layer which may develop very

near to the melting point.

Surface diffusion

Diffusion on the surface of ice differs greatly from that in the bulk material, being much more

rapid. Hobbs and Scott120 have discussed the theory of this for the ice/air interface, and Hoekstra
and Miller121 have studied the phenomenon experimentally for ice-solid surfaces. Some strange
movements are observed when small solid, particles such as glass beads are placed on an ice sur

face.130 These may be due to surface diffusion, and are further evidence for a very mobile, liquid

like layer.

Electrical surface resistivity

Near the melting.point, the electrical conductivity on an ice surface is very large, being equi
valent to a layer of bulk ice up to 7 mmthick133 (see Chapter V). Unless care is taken, the surface
effect can easily swamp the bulk conductivity for small samples. However, it is apparent that •

activation energy is very-high;39 that is, it becomes rapidly less important as temperature falls.
Fletcher7' has suggested that this- phenomenon is due to ionic conduction in the liquid-like layer.
A rough calculation gives a value for surface conductivity even larger than that observed, so the
model-is capable of giving conductivities of the right magnitude.

Electrical charge transfer phenomena

When two ice crystals touch each other and separate again, charge transfer may^take place.
This can be attributed to a temperature difference between the two crystals,171 or to the presence.
of an electric field.174 The temperature gradient effect is modified by the velocity of impact and

the geometry:176 These phenomena are of possible importance in cloud physics as sources of
thunderstorm electricity.

When one ice crystal is rubbed on another asymmetrically, i.e. so that the point of rubbing

remains the same in one crystal but not the other, then again charge is transferred. This may be

similar in origin to the previous effect, as the crystal whose rubbing point remains constant can be

expected to warm up relative to the other in the local region of contact. However the observations
give very complex results.194 Below about -10PC the specimen with the fixed rubbing point starts
by acquiring; a negative charge, but if rubbing is continued the sign of the effect reverses. At higher

temperatures, particularly above -5°C, the positive sign is observed from the beginning. The re
versal of charge is associated with visible changes in the surface structure of the sample, a poly
gonal pattern appearing, possibly indicating that the specimen, has become polycrystalline.. The

presence of bubbles in the ice affects the phenomenon116 172 195 and single crystals behave differently
from polycrystalline ice.243 No detailed explanation of these phenomena has been found.
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Adhesion

It is well known that two ice specimens brought together adhere to each other. This was first
studied by Faraday,75 who showed that pressure between the two smfaces was not necessary. With
relatively easy surface diffusion in ice, the contact points between specimens grow quite rapidly,
a phenomenon on which many experiments have been done, e.g. using two spheres118 or a sphere
and plane.132 An electrical field greatly increases the force required to separate two ice particles,
but this appears to be a purely electrostatic effect as it does not lead to increased growth of the
ice bridge.175 Ice adhesion to other materials has also been extensively studied. A general survey
can be found in a book by Bowden and Tabor.27 A study of the way that ice adheres to plastics,
correlated with the type of chemical bond, has been done by Landy and Freiburger.169

Friction

Under certain circumstances ice has a very low coefficient of friction. This: has considerable

practical importance, for example in skiing and the development of ski surfaces. The general
phenomena and a detailed discussion of the ski problem are given by Bowden and Tabor.27 It is
commonly believed that the depression of freezing point with pressure is responsible for the low
friction of ice, but this is not the only or even the main effect. Friction is related to phenomena
occurring at the local points of contact between two solids. For dynamic friction the local dissipa
tion of energy can raise the temperature considerably. The presence of a liquid-like layer would of
course reduce friction. For both these reasons even without a depression of the bulk freezing point,
friction can be connected with melting phenomena. Recent experiments on friction between ice and
stainless steel from - 170°C to the melting point have shown anomalies that can be correlated with
mechanical relaxation.240

Adsorption

The adsorption isotherms of nitrogen on powdered ice at 77K have been studied,1 and the re

sults indicate that the surface of ice is not highly charged. The adsorption of hydrogen and neon
on ice at 14 to 20K has also been studied,280 as has the adsorption of various gases on cubic and
amorphous ice.280
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APPENDIX: CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC INDICES USED TO SPECIFY PLANES
AND DIRECTIONS IN ICE

Since ice Ih, the usual form of ice, is hexagonal, the usual system for labeling planes and
directions in ice is one that involves four numbers. Since this differs from the more usual system

of Miller indices involving three numbers used in, for example, cubic crystals, it may be helpful to
readers of this Monograph to explain how this system is set up. This appendix does not aim to
give a full treatment of Miller-Bravais indices (as these four-number indices are called); for this
the reader is referred to any good book on crystallography, such as Phillipps, F.C. (1946) Introduc
tion to crystallography. London and New York: Longmans.

The reason for using four-number indices is that, in the hexagonal system, there are three di
rections in the basal plane that are crystallographically equivalent. If two of these.are taken as the
a and ft axes of the crystal, and if the c axis is taken, as usual, perpendicular to the basal plane,
then these three crystallographically equivalent directions have Miller indices [100], [010], and
[110], Thus the fact that they are crystallographically equivalent is hidden, whereas by use of.
Miller-Bravais indices it becomes clear.

It is perhaps easiest to introduce Miller-Bravais indices for planes first. In this case the rule

for finding the four numbers remains exactly the same as the rule for finding the three numbers in
conventional Miller indices. If a plane intersects the crystallographic axes at points which are at

distances a/ft, b/k, c/1, where a, b and c are the lengths of the sides of the unit cell, then the
plane is designated (hkl). For the hexagonal crystal, we simply insert a fourth axis, so that in
the basal plane we have a, ft, d, all of equal length and at 120° to each other as well as c, still
at right angles to all the others and of different length. A plane now intersects these axes at dis
tances a/ft, b/k, d/i, c/1, and (ft kil) are the indices of the plane. It follows from geometry that
ft + k + i = 0.

With these indices a plane perpendicular to the a axis and half a unit cell away from the ori
gin has indices (2110), an_d_ crystallographically similar planes perpendicular to the ft and d axes
have indices (1210) and (1120), so that their symmetry is now obvious.

When we come to give indices to directions, the process is not quite so simple. The usual
rule is to make up the direction by adding multiples of unit vectors defined by the sides of the unit

cell; thus the [ft kl] direction is in the direction fta + fcb + ic where a, b and c are the unit vectors.
If we proceed to add a fourth unit vector d, and define our direction as fta + kb + id + ic, then any
direction can be produced an infinite number of ways, since a + b + d = 0. We therefore impose a
further condition that the sum of the first three indices, ft + k + i, must equal zero, and to do this
we add or subtract equal amounts to each of the three indices until the condition is fulfilled. In

this way we here insist on this as an additional condition, whereas in the case of planes the same
result happened automatically.

To see how this works, let us find out the Miller-Bravais indices for a direction parallel to the
a axis. Our first thought is that this should be [1000]. However this is not in accord with the rule
that ft + k + 1 = 0, so we have to subtract n from each until this is true. Since in our case ft + k +
1 = 1, we must subtract %from each so as to subtract 1 in all; we thus get %\ %. However it is a
general rule that we do not have fractions in crystal indices, so we multiply by 3 to get rid of them, '
and finally arrive at the indices [2110] for the direction. Directions parallel to the ft and d axes
will similarly have indices [1210] and [1120]. We thus see that the symmetry is again apparent, and
furthermore that a direction with a given index is (as in cubic crystals) perpendicular to a plane of
the same index. Readers are warned, however, that this is only true for planes and directions with
a zero in the final place. Nevertheless, for these rather common cases, it is a very useful result.
Of course, it is also true that (0001), the basal plane, is perpendicular to [0001], the hexad axis
direction.
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